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CHAPTER 1 
 


GENERAL ORIENTATION TO THE RESEARCH 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The crime-prevention strategy of offenders was supported by the introduction of 


spiritual care policy, which was approved by the Minister of Correctional Services Mr. 


Ngconde Balfour, in 2006.  In terms of this document, Correctional Service regard 


spiritual care as part of a rehabilitation programme of offenders, but only in theory.  


Practically spiritual counseling is not given more attention it deserves.  Since the 


programme came into existence three years ago it is now the appropriate time to 


evaluate the effect of spiritual  counseling in the rehabilitation of offenders.  This 


research focuses on the effectiveness of spiritual counseling in the rehabilitation of 


offenders. 


 


1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 
 
One of the challenges the South African government had to address in the post 1994 


period was to rehabilitate offenders or prisoners, by ensuring a community free from 


crime or criminal activities.  It became difficult for prison authorities to intensify 


rehabilitation programmes without involving faith–based organizations or spirituality.  


Prisons were established to punish criminals rather than to correct their attitude and 


behaviour.  (Armstrong, 1999;4-6).  There is a need for an integrated approach with 


faith-based organizations to help in the rehabilitation programmes of offenders. 


 


The legal documents issued to ensure proper implementation of spiritual care policy 


are:  Act 108 of 1996, the SAPS Manual for Community Policing (SAPS, July 1996) 


and the White Paper on Safety and Security (1998). 


 


Beside the efforts by the government, the rehabilitation programme of correctional 


services is still unable to achieve its objectives fully.  Rehabilitation cannot be fully 


realized without the involvement of spiritual counsellors.  Both members of prison 
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authorities and the community ignore or disregard spiritual counseling, which is 


extremely  important in changing the mindset of offenders to become good and law-


abiding citizens (Jakes; 2007;10-11). 


 


The suspected failure of prison authorities to put spiritual counseling on the forefront 


in the rehabilitation of prisoners is based on the premise that people do not 


understand what spiritual counseling is, how it should be implemented and by whom.  


Some view spirituality as something centred around church communities only or 


believers.  According to Meyer (2007:4).  spiritual counseling is important in giving 


hope, love, and restoration of joy to prison inmates.  Rehabilitation without spiritual 


counseling is incomplete.  It is necessary that prison authorities work together with 


spiritual leaders and local churches in the rehabilitation of prisoners.  Spiritual 


counseling must form an integral part of prisoners rehabilitation programmes.  


Religious organizations must be afforded the opportunity to participate actively in the 


rehabilitation of offenders. 


 


In other developed countries such as  the USA and the United Kingdom the crime 


rate is very low because faith – based organizations are given more powers to 


manage prisons or correctional centres.  Spiritual counseling played a vital role in the 


rehabilitation of prisoners and helping in the integration of offenders back to society.  


In Britain for instance, faith – based organizations are fully involved in the 


management of prisons and correctional facilities.  In Canada church organizations 


are fully involved in facilitating training of prison officials in spiritual counseling. 


 


According to Naude (2004:4), in the department of correctional services only senior 


officers attend rehabilitation programmes and workshops, while officials from the 


lower ranks do not attend the workshops.  Prison officials from the lower ranks are 


the ones who should participate in all rehabilitation programmes for offenders 


including spiritual counseling. 


 


Barr (2005:21) suggests that many people believe that the duty of prisons is to guard 


and punish offenders through hard labour for the duration of their sentence or treat 


the effect of crime.  This strategy unfortunately failed to address crime problems in 


the USA during the reform era of policing, the period when the police where fighting 
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crime without involving spirituality or faith-based organizations.  According to Osteen 


(2007;8) prison authorities think that they can solve crime problems by rehabilitating 


prisoners themselves without involving spiritual counseling or faith-based 


organizations.  The church must be given more opportunity to assist in the 


rehabilitation programmes. 


 


To be able to assist the community in problem solving and the elimination of social 


disorder, spiritual leaders need to be empowered with more knowledge of prisoners 


rehabilitation programmes.  Badumuti (1996;7-8) is of the opinion that if faith-based 


communities are likely to participate in the rehabilitation or correctional programmes 


of prisoners there can be fruitful contributions.  Empowerment means educational 


programmes that are aimed at enabling faith–based communities to participate 


meaningfully in consultation with prison authorities.  There is a dire need in South 


Africafor the church to work hand in hand with prison officials in the rehabilitation 


programmes and also to participate in crime awareness campaigns. 


 


Community institutions such as churches, schools and families are seen as key 


partners with the police in creating safer and more secure communities (Peak & 


Glensor, 1996:71).  It has been emphasised in Peak & Glensor (1996:70) that 


hundreds of success stories have been told in recent years about prison authorities 


that have worked in partnership with religious communities.  


 


The most important aspect, which is not taken into consideration when implementing 


rehabilitation programmes, is the full involvement of faith–based organization using 


spiritual counseling as a powerful weapon to transform the mindset of prisoners.  In 


order to implement true rehabilitation programme, the prison authority must also 


create and develop a new breed of line function officer namely, religious care co-


ordinator, who acts as the direct link between the prison department and faith-based 


community or organization. 


 


In the South African context, a policy framework for spiritual care has been 


introduced, providing guidelines on how partnership with churches or faith-based 


organizations can be a problem solving approach to resolving community problems 


and addressing the causes of crime and disorder. 
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1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 
Crime is a major problem.  Crime is the major cause of pain, economic downfall and 


social instability or unrest.  Crime causes fear, insecurity and discomfort.  Because of 


crime many foreign investors are forced to relocate their investment to other 


countries.  In order to solve  the crime problem, the researcher will be using spiritual 


counseling as an effective weapon to fight crime.  Religious teachings and prayers 


will be powerful weapons in the rehabilitation of prisoners.  More and more people 


become victims of, or are affected by crime which is seemingly running rampant in 


the world.  The existing support services cannot cope with the number of people in 


need of help.  Chaplains or religious workers can, and should assist in this regard 


because they have much to offer, such as compassion and love.  Spiritual leaders 


have a place and role to play in the rehabilitation of criminals through prayers and 


religious teachings.  The suggested solution that churches should assume a more 


prominent role in crime–prevention and rehabilitation of prisoners.  By giving 


religious leaders more opportunity in the rehabilitation of criminals, a crime – free 


environment will be achieved. 


 


In a world infested by crime and drug abuse, children have become the victims of 


crime and abuse and are in need of help and spiritual counseling.  There are many 


people in congregations who have been hurt and need help.  This is mostly due to 


the absence of someone who is prepared to listen and care.  Pastors find it very 


difficult to cope with the increasing demand for spiritual counseling.  It is in the 


context of crime problems, needs and trauma that the: 


 (lay) spiritual counselor in particular, should be willing to assist with love, 


possible solutions and understanding. 


 The church in general, as a caring community, also has an important role 


which cannot be ignored Stone (1993:88) 


 


The above topic aims at justifying the need for more spiritual counselors to be 


trained to primarily address the spiritual needs of people experiencing crime 


problems and victims of crime.  In the light of Christian doctrine, the human being 


comprises body, soul and spirit. (1 Thessalonians 5:23) 
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The role of spiritual leaders covers all aspects of human life.  The government 


should put more trust in religious counselors in crime–prevention strategies.  The 


police alone cannot adequately address contemporary societal issues such as 


traumatized victims of crime and other personal problems.  More spiritual counselors 


are needed to attend to and counsel those in need.  Allowing spiritual counseling its 


rightful place in prisons because of the role it has to play in meeting certain 


offender’s needs may form part of the solution to crime problems.   


 


Spiritual leaders must be given more opportunity to participate in the prevention of 


crime and rehabilitation of prison inmates.  The main objective of this research is to 


determine whether spiritually counseled people are more prone to crime or are less 


tolerant of crime, and also to determine whether there is a negative correlation 


between spirituality and criminality.  Spirituality also helps to root out the cause of 


crime through spiritual teachings, counseling, and prayers. 


 


The root causes of crime are: 


 Aggressive behaviour 


 Use of drugs 


 Psychological problems 


 Pre-occupation with violence, death or weapons 


 Lack of moral and ethical values 


 


The government must support and intensify spiritual services department in the 


prisons and police stations.  Spiritual counseling and teaching builds the moral fibre 


of our communities.  Circumcision of human hearts is possible only through spiritual 


counseling.  As a result, a crime free environment will be achieved.  Spiritual 


counseling is the most important instrument in building good consciousness, ethics 


and morality.  For Society to attain a crime free environment, it must develop the 


knowledge of God or spiritual knowledge.  Crime is essentially spiritual in nature.  


For a person to commit crime there is an influence from the evil spirit or Satan.  The 


Devil begins by bombarding the criminal’s mind with a cleverly devised pattern of evil 


thoughts of destroying other persons or property.  Crime has a deep–rooted spiritual 


basis.  Crime originated from the chief of evil and destruction, Lucifer or Devil.  Crime 


is an act of darkness, which is an opposite of  light, godliness and good.  Crime is a 
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result of a mindset influenced or possessed by the evil spirit of Satan.  That is why 


crime is a spiritual issue which demands a spiritual solution,  


 


1.4 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
Myerson (2005:25) prepares the mind of a potential crime victim by providing details 


of a criminal activity, which will encourage the learning of useful practices of how to 


avoid and prevent crime.  The crime prevention strategy the author is using is self-


defense or protection against the criminal.  This approach adheres to the basic 


principle that knowledge and practice are important in self – protection.  The above 


strategy of observation, curiosity or self – protection arms the potential victim of 


crime, leaving the criminal to continue with his life of crime.  The only way to change 


the perpetrator of crime is to enter the world of a criminal in order to dissuade them 


from fomenting crime by teaching them love, forgiveness of sins and praying for 


them and building in them, the knowledge of God.  Avoiding a criminal will worsen 


criminal problems because the criminal will feel rejected by the society.  Myerson 


(2005:35) says nothing about preaching the gospel of love and hope to the 


perpetrators of crime as the best crime – prevention strategy.  The crime – 


prevention strategy used in this book is of avoiding a criminal attack. 


 


Myerson (2005:12) puts more emphasis on protecting the victims of crime and 


creating a crime–awareness programme which in itself is a good strategy, but 


changing the mindset of a criminal is at the root of the researcher’s crime prevention 


strategy.  The Crime Prevention Strategy used is that of self-protection. Spirituality 


as an effective weapon to fight crime is not mentioned..  Myerson (2005:67) indirectly 


acknowledges crime as an evil act.  This clearly shows that crime is a spiritual 


problem and the root cause of evil in the universe.  There are instances in the Bible 


of people who were transformed into better people.  The Gospel gives us an account 


of how erstwhile thieves like Zacchaeus returned money they stole from people in 


the form of taxes.  We acknowledge that there are factors which fuel criminal 


activities like lack of employment but there are many people who are prepared to die 


of starvation rather than to become criminals.  A criminal would always be a criminal 


even if he / she found a decent job.  There are instances of people making a decent 
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living out of their jobs but the inclination to want more than what is offered allows evil 


thoughts to operate. 


 


Myerson (2005:42) acknowledges crime as a big problem in our community.  He also 


describes crime as an evil act, which means crime has something to do with 


spirituality.  He also recognizes knowledge as an important weapon to fight crime.  


But this knowledge is limited only to those who are threatened by crime situations.  


There are vast numbers of people out there who do not know that they could 


change, and this is the focus of the study. 


 


Vegas (2005:17) states that a faith–based organization can help change peoples 


lives and motivate them to rise to a new way of life.  He further argues that faith – 


based organizations involvement in crime prevention can play an important role in 


building a crime–free society.  He also encourages the government to work together 


with faith–based organizations in the fight against crime. 


 


Vegas (2005:28) is more concerned with the funding of faith – based organizations 


by the government.  He ignores the effect of spiritual counseling in the fight against  


crime. He also speaks of the initiative to help people in need by supporting faith-


based organizations, but he never discloses the details of such initiative in the form 


of spiritual services or community social services.  His argument dwells much on the 


distribution of grants to all faith–based organizations to enable them to carry on with 


mission of solving crime problems.  This is commendable suggestion as the church 


and other religious organizations will be able to assist in the fight against crime.  The 


most obvious question, however, remains the size of the budget for such an 


undertaking.  The author fails to explain how religious organizations will carry out 


such a mandate.  Something could be done for example on what the project aims at 


in terms of bringing inner peace and wellbeing of the prisoners.  The author should 


have shown the relevance of scriptures to solve emotional problems.  Scriptures 


address emotional and mental aspects of life such as guilt, anxiety, resentment, and 


feeling of personal shortcomings, insecurity, misguided priorities and selfishness. 


 


Naude (2006:45 does not mention spirituality as one of  the powerful tools to combat 


crime. The author mentions lack of training for key government persons tasked with 
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planning and evaluation of crime – prevention programmes, but the above training 


excluded spiritual programmes like training of prison personnel and other religious 


workers in prison ministry.  The above literature (crime-prevention strategy) dwells 


much on resources and infrastructure availability on dealing with crime.  Naude 


(2006:65) forgets that crime is a spiritual problem.  Naude (2006:15) says nothing 


about supporting and intensifying spiritual programmes and involving religious 


leaders as the best crime–prevention strategy.  Naude (2006:72) speaks about youth 


involvement in crime and violent crime, but fails to suggest the solution to the 


problem, instead the author challenged the government to address the problem.  


Spirituality was not mentioned as the solution to youth violent crime.  Spirituality can 


play and important role in building the moral fibre of our youth.  The serious missing 


point in the above literature is the inclusion of spirituality and church leaders in the 


fight against crime.  Naude (2006:69) fails to look at crime problems with spiritual 


eyes.  The only solution to solve crime problems is to transform the mindset of 


criminals using spiritual weapons such as prayer, the Word of God and love.  Naude 


(2006:56) must realize that in order for him to win the war against crime he must 


invite the Creator of human beings to address the crime problems, because without 


involving God crime problems will not be fully resolved.  For effective crime– 


prevention, spirituality must be given more attention. 


 


In his critique of national crime prevention strategy the author indicates a 


reassessment of government crime – prevention strategy, to make it more applicable 


to South Africa’s current needs.  The belief  is that the above re-assessment will also 


include introduction of spiritual services and involvement of faith based organizations 


in fighting crime.  More funds have to be channeled to special programmes like 


counseling and rehabilitation of criminals, comprehensive training, which must 


include spiritual counselors and religious workers.  In his conclusion, Naude 


(2006:53) acknowledges that the National Crime–Prevention Strategy (NCPS) has 


serious weaknesses and recommended that this should be addressed if the 


government is serious about crime – prevention.  Naude (2006:47) indicates that the 


crime rate is rising because much is missing in crime prevention strategy.  Because 


of the rising crime rate, there is a danger of the public losing confidence in the ability 


of the government to prevent crime. 
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The Department of Correctional Services issued a spiritual care policy, which was 


approved by the Minister of Correctional Services, Mr. Nqconde Balfour in 2006.  In 


terms of this document, Correctional Services regard spiritual care as an integral part 


of rehabilitation of offenders.  It is mainly about preserving, reinforcing and restoring 


the centre of personality, the conscience, the inner spiritual being as the basis for the 


self – esteem in the social contacts and encouraging development of greater self – 


control for subsequent reintegration into the society.  The literature describes 


spiritual care as a wheel, which includes moral care, social care, emotional care, 


mental care and physical care.  Spiritual care is mainly about the belief in a 


supernatural being which impacts on the inner spiritual being, the seat of emotion 


and intellect, and helps a person.  This is a useful document. 


 


Spiritual care empowers offenders with unconditional love, the capacity to bear the 


pressure of life, the readiness to forgive and be forgiven, the readiness to help and to 


be helped and the capacity to love oneself and others.  Therefore spiritual care in the 


correctional setting is a form of respect and guarantee of offender’s freedom of 


conscience, upliftment and religion.  The trend in the past in correctional systems 


worldwide was primarily to remove offenders from society and lock them up behind 


bars for the duration of their sentences.  The current policy in the Department of 


Correctional Services is to strike a balance between safe custody and the 


rehabilitation of offenders.  The Department of Correctional Services has always 


acknowledged the value of spiritual care in the rehabilitation of offenders.  Until 


recently spiritual care in correctional centres consisted mainly of church services, 


personal interviews, programmes and the distribution of religious literature. 


 


The chaplaincy in correctional services includes all religions or faiths.  Various 


spiritual programmes were introduced over the last few years.  The Directorate of 


Spiritual Care entered into partnership with various faith–based and non– 


governmental organizations in the provision or spiritual care programmes.  The main 


aim of spiritual services is developing the inner person to bring about Ubuntu, 


reconciliation, healing and the reintegrating offenders into the community. 
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POLICY OBJECTIVES 
 
The following are the objectives of spiritual care policy. 


 


 To create an environment conducive for the rendering of spiritual care 


services towards the rehabilitation of offenders. 


 To ensure the provision of spiritual workers and volunteers by church / faith 


community to render spiritual care services. 


 To provide spiritual services to children, older women, and the disabled. 


 To facilitate provision of spiritual enlightment  programmes to all offenders. 


 Facilitation of relationships between the offender, family, victims and 


community. 


 To facilitate the regeneration of moral values of offenders that are consistent 


with the norms and values of the society. 


 To market spiritual care services to increase community and offender 


participation. 


 To ensure provision of specialized training for spiritual care personnel as well 


as correctional officials in the rendering of spiritual care services. 


 To ensure provision of resources and facilities to render spiritual care 


services. 


 


The spiritual policy of correctional services truly recognizes spirituality as an effective 


tool to rehabilitate offenders.  Rehabilitation demands the exercise of character, 


leadership and decision making on the part of the prisoners themselves.  Prisons are 


designed to treat the effects of crime, by implementing rehabilitation programmes.  


Correctional services’ spiritual policy should be extended to the community in an 


attempt to prevent crime. 


 


The above spiritual policy must also cater for those who have not committed crimes, 


in order to finally build a crime – free society.  Spiritual care policy must also play a 


vital role in the prevention of crime by holding many crime – awareness campaigns 


in schools and tertiary institutions. 
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The spiritual care policy can also be effective outside prisons in collaboration with 


the Department of Education.  Spiritual care policy supports spirituality as an 


effective tool for the rehabilitation of offenders, but the partnership with various faith 


based organization in the provision of spiritual care programmes must be assessed 


to determine their effectiveness. 


 


 


The effectiveness of love, teachings and prayers in the rehabilitation of a 
criminal in graphical terms. 
 
CRIMINAL REHABILITATION 
 
100%       
       
80%       
       
70%       
       
50%       
       
       
       
 LOVE  TEACHINGS  PRAYERS  
 


1.5 AIM OF THE STUDY 
 
The aim of the study is to determine the effectiveness of spiritual counseling in the 


rehabilitation of offenders and to test the effectiveness of spiritual care policy in the 


transformation of offenders mindset and lifestyle. 
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1.6 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
 To find out about the influence of spiritual counseling and its role in the 


rehabilitation of prisoners. 


 To find out whether spirituality is regarded as a powerful weapon to 


rehabilitate the mindset of prisoners. 


 To find out the improvement of behaviour on those who attended the spiritual 


programme. 


 To test the effect of spirituality on pro social behaviour of prisoners. 


 To check improvement on those who attended spiritual programme. 


 To find out whether a spiritual programme would help prisoners to be 


compassionate, peaceful, loving humble and doing good to others. 


 To find out whether a spiritual programme would help prison inmates to refrain 


from anti–social and destructive behavior. 


 To find out whether  prisoners who attend a  spiritual programme will be much 


less likely to be involved in crime and violent behaviour and also to find out if 


religious classes would help to instill a greater sense of empathy towards 


other prisoners, building the spirit of forgiveness, honesty and personal 


accountability.  The research will also focus on the effectiveness of spiritual 


counseling to prisoners integration back to society. 


 To determine whether those who attend religious care services are likely to 


get re-arrested  after serving the sentence . 


 


1.7 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF STUDY 
 
The researcher will be using phenomenology (the study of appearances).  The 


researcher’s interest is not on phenomenology, per se but on the concept of 


intentionality.   The theoretical framework of the study will be based on intentionality. 


The Latin etymology on intentionality indicates the idea of directness or tension.  In 


medieval logic and philosophy, the Latin word intention was used for a concept or an 


intention:  something that can be both true of non–mental and properties – things 


and properties lying outside the mind and present to the mind.  The concept is itself 


something mental.  An intention may also be true of mental things (Ettinger:1962:14). 
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In contemporary English, “intentional” and “intentionality” mean “non–extensional” 


and “non–extensionality” where both “extensionality” and “intentionality” are logical 


features of words and sentences. 


 


 


Intention and intending are specific states of mind that unlike beliefs, judgement, 


hopes, desires or fears play a distinctive role in the etiology of actions.  By contrast, 


intentionality is a pervasive feature of many different mental states:  beliefs, hopes, 


judgments, intentions, love and hatred all exhibit intentionality.  Some philosophers 


claim that intentionality is characteristics of all mental states.  Crime is a result of 


intentionality.  The mind set is the centre of all criminal activity, because the desire to 


commit murder or to plan robbery is based on particular intention to get money or to 


inflict pain on a victim.  Every mental phenomenon includes something as object 


within itself.  In presentation, something is presented in judgment, something is 


affirmed or denied, in love loved, in hate hated, in desire desired and so on.  This 


intentional inexistence is characterized exclusively by mental phenomena.  No 


physical phenomenon exhibits anything like it.  We can therefore define mental 


phenomena by stating that they are those phenomena, which contain an object 


intentionally within them (Bell 1990:35-36). According to Brentano (2004:99), 


intentionality is the mark of the mental, that  all and only mental state exhibits 


intentionality. 


 


The paradigm of the intentional relation that satisfies orthodox prejudices is the 


intentionality of what can be called singular thoughts, namely those true thoughts 


that are directed towards concrete individuals or particulars that exist in space in 


time.  In the absence of detailed knowledge of the physical laws that govern the 


behavior of physical system, the intentional idiom is a useful stance for predicting a 


system’s behaviour. 


 


Perception, beliefs, desires and intentions and many others “propositional attitudes” 


are mental states with intentionality.  They are about or represent objects and state 


of affairs under a particular psychological mode or format. 
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Perceptions, beliefs, desires and intentions illustrate a basic duality of the 


intentionality of the mental, the duality between mind-to-world and world-to-mind 


directions of fit (Anscombe, 1957:56). 


 


Intentionality has to do with conclusions or conscious phenomenal experience.  


Human beings can experience the world in various ways by means of several distinct 


sensory modalities (vision, audition, touch, and olfaction).  Pains, visual sensations, 


olfactory sensations all exhibit a common property called “phenomenal 


consciousness”.  From both a scientific and  physicality perspective, the questions 


arise whether phenomenal consciousness is physical and whether it can be 


explained in physical terms i.e. as a result of processes happening in the brain.  The 


other distinction is between transitive and intransitive consciousness.  A creature can 


be said to be intransitively conscious if she is alive and responds normally to ongoing 


stimuli.  She stops being intransitively conscious while in dreamless sleep, knocked 


out or drugged.  A creature can be set to be transitively conscious if she is conscious 


of things, properties, and relations in her environment.  A mental state can only be 


intransitively conscious (Nedblock, 1996:45).  Intentionality derives from 


consciousness.  On the other hand, Strawson (1994:88) clearly holds phenomenal 


consciousness to be the true criterion of the mental. 


 


1.7.1 SPIRITUALITY AND CRIME 
 
According to King (1994:363), spirituality may be understood as the power of energy 


by which one lives and which links one’s world-view to one’s style of life.  Spirituality 


characterizes the way of life of a community. Spirituality has been shown to 


moderate the relationship between the experience of stress and well-being, hope 


and psychological well-being (Davis, 2005:77). Spiritual individuals express 


themselves through trust, honesty, integrity, compassion and service (Chapman, 


1987:70).  Spirituality distress results when life is not given meaning and is thus 


characterized by feelings of emptiness and despair (Franki, 1959:112).  Parks 


(2003:145) notes that Spirituality-based beliefs and practices provide strategies for 


finding solutions to life’s problems as well as peace of mind.   
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Delgado (2005:55) argues that spiritually sound individuals are capable of resolving  


natural tension including crime temptations.  Thus, it is possible that spirituality could 


be considered a powerful factor in shaping many people’s decisions and behaviour.  


Spirituality is related to forgiveness.  It plays an important role in building good 


values and morality in society.  Antonosky (1979:67) argues that divine interaction, 


as an instance of spirituality may affect well-being by deepening the sense of 


coherence (the core components of which are comprehensibility, manageability and 


meaningfulness) Spirituality has also been seen as a tool allowing for interpretation, 


disclosure, adaptation and innovation to occur in people’s lives.  Evidence for the 


role of Spirituality in well-being is based among other things, on the buffering 


hypothesis (Ellison, 1994:78) which states that spirituality influences well-being by 


facilitating adjustment to stressful life events through its influences on cognitive 


appraisals of the event and subsequent regulation of emotions.  The influence of 


spirituality on well-being occurs also via putative mechanisms such as the role of 


communities in providing fellowship.  Spirituality results in a sense of inner peace 


and well-being because it involves faith or a willingness to believe, a search for 


meaning and purpose in life, a sense of connection with others, and a transcendence 


of the self.  The well-being or crime-free environment in rural communities is 


multidimensional and arises from ecological, social, political, economic and 


institutional factors.  


 


 There are two dimensions of spirituality, namely:  A religious or vertical dimension 


based on a person’s relationship with God, namely:  Religious well-being and 


horizontal dimension based on a person’s life satisfaction, experience of life, 


meaning and purpose, namely:  Essential well-being.  Spirituality is an effective 


crime–prevention strategy.  Spirituality touches the soul or inner being, thereby 


transforming the community to refrain from criminal activities.  Divine intervention 


can play an important role in transforming the mindset of criminals and building a 


crime free society. 
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1.7.2 INTENTIONALITY AND TRANSFORMATION OF CRIMINAL’S MINDSET 
 
How can the importance of people’s thoughts be expressed sufficiently in order to 


convey the true meaning of Proverbs 23:7 which says,  ‘for as he (a person) thinks in 


his heart, so is he?” 


 


The longer the criminal serves God and studies His word, the more he / she realizes 


the importance of thoughts and words:  (Meyer:  1987:61). 


Proverbs 23:7 says “as the man thinketh in his heart, so is he.”  Another translation 


states, “As a man thinks in his heart, so does he become”.  The mind is the leader or 


forerunner of all criminal actions. “Romans Chapter 8:5 makes it clear:” “for those 


who are according to the flesh and are controlled by its unholy desires set their mind 


on and pursue those things which gratify the flesh, but those who are according to 


the spirit and are controlled by the desire of the spirit set their minds on and seek 


those things which gratify the Holy spirit.”   


 


Spiritual counseling plays a vital role in the renewal of prisoner’s mindset, and 


making them good, productive and acceptable members of the community (Meyer, 


2004:12-13). 


 


So many crime problems are rooted in thinking patterns that actually produce the 


problems criminals experience in their lives. Spirituality assists prisoners to refrain 


from wrong thinking of crime and to be responsible members of society, and to 


develop good consciousness of humanity and sympathy or empathy. II Corinthians 


10:4-5 clearly indicates that the knowledge of the Word of God is well enough to be 


able to compare what is in the people’s mind with what is in the mind of God.  The 


mind is the battlefield, it is a vital necessity that prisoners line up their thoughts with 


God’s thoughts (Armstrong, 1982:9-10). 
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1.8 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND INDICATORS 
1.8.1 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 
 
 CRIME 
 
In the juridical sense of the word has been defined by different researchers. Carve, 


(1905:4) describes crime as “… any act or omission to act, punished by society as a 


wrong against itself.  Crime is always a harmful act.” Stanley, (1981:10)points out 


that crime is the reaction that brings one into conflict with the law.  Crime in the 


traditional doctrine is a breach of the juridical order.  From the legal point of view any 


action by and individual in contravention of the law is a crime.  According to Davis 


(1982:207), crime is a recognized offence against the community and it is always a 


violation of law, Ettinger (1962:234) sees crime as “… an act or omission forbidden 


by law”.  Dolan (1985:56) states that crimes of course are transgressions against the 


codified mores, and these in turn are based on customs.  Crime is a violation of the 


criminal law. 


 


 REHABILITATION 
Refers to the transformation of the mindset of offenders or change of attitude and 


lifestyle for better, that is  turnaround of lifestyle, thoughts and attitudes towards life. 


Rehabilitation is to help a person who is physically or mentally disabled or has just 


been released from prison to readapt to society or a new job. It is also to restore to a 


former position or rank; to restore the good reputation of; to make whole or complete 


again, and to restore to a perfect state, to renew (Smith,1995:14-15). 


 


 SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING 
 
Counseling constitutes a relationship between  two people, the offender and the 


counselor.  According to Chleds (1990:82) the word counseling means to consult, 


that is to seek advice, to deliberate or to counsel and it has the function of both 


aiding and clarifying the diagnostic process of crime problems.  Collins (1995:29) 


defines counseling as a helping relationship between two or more people.  
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GOSPEL 
 
Gospel means Good News of the Kingdom of God.  Prophetic words from the Bible 


or Holy Scriptures.  The teachings of Jesus and the Apostles, any of the first four 


books of the New Testament describing the life, death and resurrection of Jesus. A 


teaching or doctrine of a religious  teacher. A principle that is strongly advocated 


(Collins, 1985:13) 


 


 PRAYER 
 
A way of communicating with the Divine power of God.  It is a way of talking or 


making request to the Almighty, strengthening good relation with the supernatural 


power. The practice of addressing God in words or through, meditation, as in praise, 


gratitude, sorrow or intercessions. A specially worded form used in addressing God. 


A petition or act of devotion to any object of worship. A religious service in which 


praying predominates, any fervent request  (Imberg,1995:14). 


 


 AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR 
 
Harmful conduct of violent behaviour, that leads to criminal activities.  It is also anti-


social behaviour. The act of offending or causing anger, resentment, or displeasure. 


Any violation or infraction of a moral or social code, transgression or sin. Something 


that offends. The act of attacking or assaulting (Brookes, 2008:19). 


 


 


 OFFENDERS 
 
Refers to perpetrators of crime, those serving their sentence at correctional centres / 


prisons. A person who has committed some minor misdemeanor. A person who has 


committed crime. A person who caused offence. Responsible  for some fault or 


inconvenience. (Deist, 1990:17). 
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 RELIGION 


 
Belief in, worship of, or obedience to a supernatural power or powers considered to 


be divine or to have control of human destiny. Any formal or institutionalized 


expression of such belief. The attitude and feeling of one who believes in a 


transcendent controlling power or powers. (Meyer, 2003:19). 


 


 REPENTANCE 


 


Remorse or contrition for one’s past action or sins, an act or the process of being 


repentant, penitence. Repentant is reproaching oneself for one’s past action or sins; 


contrite, characterized by or proceeding from a sense of contrition: a repentant heart 


(Imberg, 1995:13-14). 


 


 PREACHING 


 
To expound upon in writing or speech, especially to urge acceptance of or 


compliance with specified religious or moral principles; to deliver a sermon or to give 


religious or moral instruction. (Bissonette, 2007:24). 


 


 PRISON 


 


A place where persons convicted or accused of crimes are confined, a jail, any place 


or condition of forced confinement or constraint. (Brookes,  2008:16). 


A confinement facility administered by the government, typically a law enforcement 


agency, intended for adults, but sometimes also containing juveniles, which holds 


people detained pending adjudication or committed after adjudication, usually those 


sentenced to a year or less (Clemmer,  2004:4).Operate community-based 


programmes with day reporting, home detention and other types of supervision 


(Camden, 1999:10) 
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 PRISONER 


 


A person held in custody, captivity, or a condition of forcible restraint, especially 


while awaiting trial or serving a prison sentence. One deprived of freedom of action 


or expression. (Mears, 2007:28). 


 


 PROBLEM 


 
A question or situation that presents uncertainty, perplexity or difficulty. A person 


who is difficult to deal with. A question  put forward for consideration, discussion or 


solution. Dealing with a social or moral problem.  (Bradl:1996:16). 


 


 RESTORATION 


 
The act of restoring or reinstating someone or something, or a state of being 


restored. To renew or restore something such as health or strength to bring back into 


existence or use, re-establish, to bring back to a previous, normal or original 


condition, as by repair, cleaning or reconstruction. (Riverland, 1999:24-25). 


 


 REVENGE 


 


To inflict punishment in return for (injury or insult), retaliate, to seek or take 


vengeance for,The act of vengeance. (Galanter, 2002:34). 


 


 GOD 


 
A being conceived as the perfect, omnipotent, omniscient, originator and ruler of the 


universe, the principal object of faith and worship in monotheistic religions. The 


force, effect or a manifestation or aspect of this being. (Barlow, 1996:16). 


 


 Depression 


Some theorists believe that depression is anger turned inward. The “Learned 


Helplessness Model,” on the other hand  attributes depression to habitual 
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patterns of pessimism and hopelessness. And as for the medical model, it 


explains depression as the result of biochemical imbalances in the brain 


comparing it to other medical   illnesses such as diabetes, chronic asthma, or 


even heart diseases. Some believe that depression is a response to the losses in 


life, such as grief experienced in bereavement, and is actually an attempt to avoid 


pain.  There is the cognitive theory, which attributes depression to distorted   


thinking processes. Still others believe that depression can be like a “darkness” 


that comes out of nowhere for no apparent reason, engulfing you when you least 


expect it. Depression is a complex interrelated disorder, and its symptoms 


include a wide variety of discomforts. (Richard, 1997 14-15) 


Depression, whether is classified as an illness, disease, disorder, or syndrome, 


the underlying causes are complexly interrelated. They have origins in your body, 


genes, temperament, pattern of thinking, way of handling emotions, family history 


relationships, and past and current experience. (Moore, 2000 :16). 


 


          


 Restorative Justice  
 


Restorative  Justice is a response to crime that focuses on the losses suffered 


by victims, holding offenders accountable for the harm they have caused and 


building peace in communities. As defined by the JCPS Cluster, the 


restorative-justice concept is an approach to justice that aims to involve  the 


parties to a dispute and others affected by the harm (victims, offenders, 


families concerned and community members )  in collectively identifying 


harms ,needs and obligations through accepting responsibilities, making  


restitution and taking  measures to prevent a recurrence of the incident 


(Mofokeng: 2009 14) 


 


Restorative justice strategies, programmes and processes in the criminal   


justice system are in place to try to heal the harm caused by the crime or 


offence ,from a holistic point of view, for the victim, the offender and the 


community concerned, which will lead towards rebuilding broken relationship 


and encourage social justice and social dialogue (Davis,  2009:16-17) 
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 Victim Empowerment programme 
This  programme aims to improve services rendered to victims of crime. The 


NPA has court-preparation officials on contract who provide support to crime 


victims  especially abused Children in preparing them for court proceedings. 


The service charter for victims of crime is expected to go a long way towards 


assisting crime victims (Altbeker,2010:30-31) 


 


 Human Rights  
The Bill of Rights is the cornerstone of South Africa’s democracy.  It enshrines 


the rights of all people in South Africa and affirms the democratic values of 


human dignity, equality and freedom.  While every person is entitled to these 


rights, they also have a responsibility to respect these rights. They apply to all 


laws, administrative decision taken and acts performed during the period in 


which the constitution is in force. In terms of the constitution, every person 


has basic human rights such as  equality before the law and equal protection 


and benefit of the law; Freedom unfair  discrimination , the right to life, the 


right to human dignity and the right to freedom and security of the 


person(South Africa Year Book, 2010:350). 


 


 Recidivism 
 


The repetition of criminal behaviour in statistical practice, a recidivism rate 


may be any of a number of possible counts or instances of arrest, conviction 


correctional commitment or status change related to repetitions of these 


events within a given period of time (Hans,  2002 :12-13). 


 
 Direct - Supervision Jail 
 


A temporary confinement facility that eliminates many of the traditional barriers 


between inmates and correctional staff. Physical barriers in direct supervision 
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jails are far less common than in traditional jails allowing staff members the 


opportunity for greater interaction with and control over residents (Camden 


1999:7-8) 


 


 


 Prison Subculture 
 


Are the values and behavioural patterns characteristic of prison inmates. 


Prison subculture has been found to be surprisingly consistent across the 


country (Zebulon,  2004:10). 


 
  Prisonization  


The process whereby a newly institutionalized offender comes to accept 


prison lifestyles and criminal values. Although many inmates begin their 


prison experience with only a few values that support criminal behaviour, the 


socialization experience they undergo while incarcerated leads to a much 


greater acceptance of such of such values (Zebulon, 2004:15). 


     
 


 PROBLEM SOLVING 
 
Is a broad term that implies more than simply the elimination and prevention of 


crime.  It is based on the prevention of crime and rehabilitation of offenders. 


 


1.8.2 INDICATORS OF MEASUREMENT 
 
Not only the number and types of activities and projects in which correctional service 


and SAPS participates, but also the degree of prominence that spiritual counseling 


play in these participations with prisoners or offenders will be an indication of how 


valuable the participation is regarded by the Department of Correctional Service.  


The response of offenders to spiritual teachings directly will also be an indication of 


measurement.  The change of behaviour, heart and mindset of offenders will be a 
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further indication of how successfully the spiritual programme plays a prominent role 


in the rehabilitation of prisoners. 


 


The following will also be used as indicators of measurement. 


 Promotion of accountability of offenders 


 Facilitating provision of spiritual enlightment  programmes to all offenders 


 Facilitating restoration of relationships between the offender, family, victims 


and community. 


 Rehabilitation programmes to be extended to the communities and schools. 


 Marketing spiritual care services 


 Increasing community and offender participation. 


 Ensuring provision of specialized training for spiritual care personnel as well 


as prison official in the rendering of spiritual care services. 


 


1.9 MAJOR EMPHASIS OF SPIRITUALITY FROM OTHER RELIGIONS 
 
1.9.1 HINDUISM 
 
Spirituality has to do with self-denial.  In this religion, selfless service of humanity is 


prioritized.  Being cheerful and calm helps in reforming one, as well as learning to 


bear insults. 


 


Humility is one of the important part of spirituality meaning that when you empty 


yourself you will be filled spirituality.  The follower of Hinduism  believe that one must 


weep over his / her separation from God.  Meditating on abstract ideas like bliss and 


peace, having peace of mind and serving the poor is to spread the glory of the Lord’s 


name and devotion to Him.  Reading the Vedas and emancipating your body through 


severe austerity is part of spiritual empowerment.  Charity is an act of sacrifice and 


to be kind and loving, is the secret of a full life.  Spirituality can be seen when we 


forgive and forget what others did to us.  Spiritually or God is seen by serving the 


poor, thus purifying  one’s heart.  This will lead one to God-realization.  Treating 


animals with love is considered as an act of righteousness.  The light of God shines 


on those who do not kill anything.  Pure thought is a force mightier then electricity.  


Reading the scriptures and do Bhajan, prayer and Japa. 
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1.9.2 ISLAM 
In Islam spirituality has to do with observing the religious practices namely: 


 Almsgiving 


 Prayers 


 Fasting 


 Taking part in religious pilgrimage 


 Helping the poor and abstaining from immorality 


 


To be a peacemaker and to be guided by reading the Quran is a sign of commitment 


to this religion.  Devotion to prayers and extra private prayers is an important part of 


spiritual enrichment.  Islam means submitting to the will of the Creator.  One can 


attain real happiness and peace of mind only through submission and obedience to 


the true God.  Helping the poor and the marginalized can attain spirituality.  In Islam 


Spirituality means values, beliefs and ethics.  Connection with Allah and peace upon 


Him.  Spirituality can also be realized by attending services at the mosque.  


Supporting fellow Muslims and building global unity. 


 


1.9.3 AFRICAN TRADITIONAL RELIGION (ATR) 
 
In African religion Spirituality has to do with connection to the Supernatural Powers, 


by communicating with ancestors, and generating ancestors as mediators between 


man and God.  Dancing in the Ancestral ceremonies is practiced by healers / 


sangomas.  Pouring traditional beer and snuff at the grave of the departed one is a 


way of making peace and paving way for the prosperity by pleasing the ancestors.  


Participating in initiation ceremonies is the most spiritual part of the divine functions.  


Teaching young children morality and respect to elderly persons is part of spirituality.  


Developing the spirit of humanity or Ubuntu, wearing traditional dress and showing 


respect to the elderly people by removing the hat or bowing down when greeting 


each other, all make part of spirituality. 


The primary cornerstones of African Traditional Religion / Spirituality include: 


 Creation myths – accounts of how natural phenomena and social customs 


came into existence. 


 The role of reverence to the ancestors. 
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 Taking part in rituals in particular the speech associated with them 


 The meaning of sacred places 


 The moral code 


 Respect for life as demonstrated through the practice of Ubuntu. 


 ATR is a clan-based religion and is usually practiced in rural areas. 


 The spiritual leaders or priests are the clan elders as well as the aunts and 


uncles and those who have inherited religious duties through birthright. 


 Diviners play a complimentary role in performing rituals. 


 


 


 


1.9.4 AFRICAN CHRISTIAN CHURCHES 
 
African Christian churches believe that Christianity can only be meaningful if it is 


practiced from an African perspective.  Important aspects of spirituality in their 


services include praying, singing, casting out of spirits, healing and preaching.  As a 


sign of commitment, members have to renounce the use of alcohol, all stimulants 


and certain foods. 


The African Independent Churches have very strong links with Old Testament 


doctrine as well as with the New Testament teachings.  Their Spirituality also support 


practices such as the right to have more than one wife (following the example of King 


David and King Solomon and the practice of animal sacrifice in the course of 


communicating with the ancestors. 


They turn to Jesus but then also to the ancestors in times of crisis or illness.  In the 


Zionist Churches, for example Jesus is viewed as the ultimate ancestor. 


In the Zionist Churches, healing is said to take place through the Holy Spirit and 


certain practices, which involve the use of holy water mixed with certain herbs. 


 


1.9.5 MISSIONARY / MAINLINE CHURCHES 
 
Christ is inseparable from the Trinity of God the Father, God the Son and God the 


Holy Spirit.  Spirituality has to do with observing Sunday in memory of Christ’s 


Resurrection on Easter Sunday.  Children have to attend Sunday school activities.  


Observing religious holidays is part of spiritual commitment. 
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Taking part in Holy Communion is an important Christian sacrament as well as 


Baptism.  The use of water indicates purification.  The greatest commandment is 


love.  Helping the poor is an important act of spirituality.  Weddings, confirmations 


and burial services are important parts of Christian spirituality.  The sermon is an 


important part in Christian church services as well.  The cross is a symbol of power 


or victory over sin and death. 


 


 


 


1.10 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
The research method will be conducted quantitatively and qualitatively.  In a 


qualitative approach data are produced by seeing the world from the participant’s 


point of view on specific issues.  The research will focus on prisoners serving their 


sentence at Polokwane Correctional Centre. 


 


Respondents will be prompted with certain questions upon which they will be given 


time to respond and elaborate.  The qualitative approach will be descriptive and 


provide essential results supported by the theories.   According to Mouton 


(1998:169) in qualitative research the researcher usually works with a wealth of rich 


descriptive data, collected methods such as participative observation, in depth 


interviewing and document analysis.  The approach is known as the insider 


perspective.  It also focuses on interactive processes and events.  Qualitative 


research is conducted to discover new knowledge and to gain a richer understanding 


of the social world.  The data will be collected by means of structured interviews 


which will begin with the description of the aims of the study.  The fact that the 


researcher worked as a spiritual counselor in prison places him in a good position to 


generate valuable information, since he was well acquainted with the sub-culture of 


prison environment. 


 


1.10.1 SAMPLING 
 
The research will be divided into two phases of questionnaires namely,  phases one 


and two 
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PHASE 1 
 
This phase will focus on prisoners’ opinion about the relationship between  spiritual 


counseling, rehabilitation programme and crime prevention.  The researcher will 


interview 42 prisoners who never attended a spiritual programme. 


 


 
 
 
PHASE 2 
 
This phase will focus on prisoners who have attended religious programme 


conducted by New Life Behaviour Ministry.  The main aim of this questionnaire is to 


determine the effectiveness of spiritual programme in the rehabilitation or 


transformation of criminal mindset.  The research will find out the improvement on 


those who attended the religious programme.  The researcher will visit Polokwane 


Correctional Centre.  Prisoners who attended the religious program will be 


interviewed to find out the effect or impact it has in their life.  Entering prison 


environment is a world on its own with high walls, electric fence and strict security 


guards.  Forty-two  prisoners will be interviewed.  Conducting research in prison 


means the researcher will have to make an appointment with the head of prison and 


manager of spiritual care. 


 


QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Qualitative data will be collected through interviews with prisoners at Polokwane 


Correctional Centre.  Deductive and thematic analysis will be used to analyse the 


data. 


 


QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Quantitative data will be collected through graphs and statistics.  In order to find out 


the number of females and males, for example, of crime committed level of 
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education and other personal information.  The researcher will seek assistance of a 


qualified statician to aid with data analysis. 


 


1.11  ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The Department of Correctional Services is an open system institution, but this does 


not mean that just anyone can access information from prisoners without approval 


from proper authorities.  Permission to conduct this research regarding the effect of 


spiritual counseling in the rehabilitation and correction of offenders will be obtained 


from the Head of Polokwane Correctional Centre and Manager of Spiritual Care, 


Arrangement will be made with sector managers so that interviews must not interfere 


with the programme of participants. 


Participants will be treated with respect, dignity and courtesy since they do not owe 


anything to the researcher.  The participants will not be forced to participate in the 


research or lured to participate under false pretenses.  They will be assured of 


anonymity or confidentiality. 


 


1.12 DIVISION OF CHAPTERS 
Chapter 1 provides a general orientation of the research, Chapter 2 describe the 


prison environment including prison life and subculture among prison inmates. 


Chapter 3 highlights strategies of overcoming negativity and building hope of building 


good morality among offenders, while in chapter 4 research findings of phase one 


questionnaire are discussed and chapter 5 provides research findings of phase two 


questionnaire. Lastly, the conclusion and recommendations are presented in chapter 


6.     


 
1.13 SUMMARY 


 
In this chapter the focus has been on an introduction to the research problem and 


the methodology.  It provides an overview of the background to the research 


problem, research questions and hypotheses.  Research methodology and ethical 


consideration were also discussed 
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CHAPTER 2 
 


PRISONS AND PRISON LIFE 
 


2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 


In this chapter, the researcher is profiling the history of prison life and imprisonment 


from the past until the present day. The researcher focuses on security levels, prison 


life, prison subculture and their functions including homosexuality practices in 


prisons.    


 


In the history of criminal justice, the 1990s may be remembered as the decade of 


imprisonment. As concerns with community protection reached a near crescendo, 


and stiff drug laws and strict repeat offender statutes put more and more people 


behind bars.  Rates of imprisonment reached previously unheralded levels. Prison 


populations approached the breaking point, and new facilities were constructed 


everywhere. In the midst of this imprisonment frenzy, however, few took the time to 


reflect on the fact that the use of prisons as places where convicted offenders serve 


time as punishment for breaking the law must change to be the place of rehabilitation 


and hope for a second chance in prisoners lives.  (Myers, 1995:10-13). 


 


Before the development of prisons, early punishment were often cruel and torturous. 


The most widely used of physical punishments had been flogging. The Bible 


mentions instance of whipping and Christ himself was scourged. Some offenders   


were beaten, with their hands tied behind their backs. Another type of punishment 


was mutilation. Mutilation was primarily a strategy of specific deterrence that made it 


difficult or impossible for individuals to commit future crimes. Throughout history, 


various societies have amputated the hands of thieves and robbers, blinded spies, 


and rapists castrated. Blasphemers had their tongues ripped out and pickpockets 


suffered broken fingers .Extensive mutilation which included blinding, cutting of ears 


and ripping out the tongue was instituted in the eleventh century (Camden, 1999:17). 
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A number of early punishments were designed to humiliate the offenders in public 


and to allow members of the community on an opportunity for vengeance. Beginning 


in the 1960s, the realities of   prison overcrowding combined with a renewed faith in 


humanity and the belief in the possibility of behavioural change to inspire a 


movement away from institutionalized corrections and towards the creation of 


opportunities for reformation within local communities. The transition to community 


corrections was based on the premise that rehabilitation could not occur in isolation 


from the free social world to which inmates must eventually return. Advocates of 


community corrections portrayed prisons as dehumanizing, claiming that they further 


victimized offenders who had already been negatively labeled by society (Clemmer, 


2004:4-5) 


 


2.2 Security Levels in prisons 
 
Maximum custody prisons are the institutions most often portrayed in movies and on 


television, some prison are much newer and incorporate advances in prison 


architecture to provide tight security without sacrificing building aesthetics. Such 


institutions provide a high level of security characterized by high fences, thick walls, 


secure cells, gun towers and armed prison guards. Maximum custody prisons tend to 


locate cells and other inmate living facilities at the centre of the institution and place 


a variety of barriers between the living area and the institution’s outer perimeter. 


Technological innovations such as electronic perimeters, laser motion detectors, 


electronic and pneumatic locking systems, metal detectors, X-ray machines, 


television surveillance, radio communications, and computer information systems are 


frequently used today to reinforce the traditional maximum security strategies (Hans, 


,2002:10-11) 


 


Medium security prisoners are generally permitted more freedom to associate with 


one another and can go to prison yard, exercise room, library and shower and 


bathroom facilities under less intense supervision than their maximum-security 


counterparts. Cells and living quarters tend to have more windows and are often 


located closer to the perimeter of the institution than is the case in maximum-security 


facilities. Minimum-security inmates often wear uniforms of a different colour 


(Camden,1999:1-3) 
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2.3 PRISON LIFE 


 


For many years, prisons and prison life could be described by the phrase “out of 


sight, out of mind”. Very few citizens cared about prison conditions, and those 


unfortunate enough to be locked away were regarded as lost to the world. By the 


midtwentieth century, however this attitude started to change. Concerned citizens 


began to offer their services to prison administrations, neighborhoods began 


accepting work-released prisoners. This chapter describes the realities of prison life 


today including prisoner lifestyles, prison subcultures, sexuality in prison, prison 


violence and prisoners’ rights and grievance procedure (Hans,  2002:388). 


 
2.3.1 THE MALE INMATE’S WORLD 


Two social realities realities coexist in prison settings. One is the official structure of 


rules and procedures put in place by wider society and enforced by prison staff. The 


other is the more informal but decidedly more powerful inmate world, best described 


by how closely it touches the lives of inmates. It is controlled by prison subculture. 


Prison subculture is not easily subjected to the control of prison authorities. Prison 


subculture develop independently of the plans of prison administrators, and inmates 


entering prison discover a social world not mentioned in the handbooks prepared by 


correctional staff. Inmates concerns, values, roles and even language weave a web 


of social reality into which new inmates step and in which they must participate 


(Zebulon,  2004:27) 


 


The socialization of new inmate into the prison subculture has been described as a 


process of “prisonization”. Prisonization  refers to the learning of convict values, 


attitudes, roles and even language. Some criminologists have suggested that the 


prison subculture is simply a reflection of general criminal values. Inmates adopt the 


lifestyle of the prison (Davis, 2009:4)  
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2.3.2 THE FUNCTIONS OF PRISONS SUBCULTURES 
Many of today’s prisons are densely crowded places where inmates can find no 


retreat from the constant demands of staff and the pressures of fellow prisoners. 


Prison subcultures, according to some authors, are fundamentally an adaption to 


deprivation and confinement. They are a way of addressing the psychological, social, 


,physical and sexual needs of prisoners living within a highly controlled and 


regimented institutional setting. The pains of imprisonment, the frustrations induced 


by the rigors of confinement from the nexus of a deprivation model of prison 


subculture. According to Sykes (2002:13-14). Prisoners are deprived  liberty , goods 


and services,  heterosexual relationship, autonomy and personal  security and that 


these deprivations lead to the development of subcultures intended to ameliorate the 


personal pains that accompany deprivation. ( Hans 2002:10-11) 


 


The social structure of the prison, a concept  that refers to accepted and relatively 


permanent social arrangement ,is another element that shapes prison subculture. 


According to Clemmer ( 2004:17). Clemmer( 2004:14) goes on to point out that early 


prison study recognized nine structural dimensions of inmate society. He said that 


prison society could be described in terms of:  


 Prisoner-staff dichotomy. 


 Three general classes of prisoners. 


 Work gangs and cell-housegroups. 


 Racial groups. 


 Type of offense. 


 Power of inmate “politicians.” 


 Degree of sexual abnormality. 


 Record of repeat offenses. 


 Personality differences due to preprison  socialization 


Clemmer’s nine  structural dimensions are probably still descriptive of prison 


life today. Prison roles serve to satisfy the needs of inmates for power, sexual 


performance, material possessions, individuality and personal pleasure and to 


define the status of one prisoner relative to another. For example, inmate 


leaders,  sometimes referred to as “realman” or “toughs” by prisoners in early 


studies offer protection to those who live by the rules. They also provide for a 


redistribution of wealth inside prison and see to it that the rules of the complex 
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prison derived economic system-based on barter, gambling/and sexual 


favours are observed (canden,1999: 1-2). 


 
2.3.3 PRISON LIFESTYLES AND INMATE TYPES 


 


Prison society is strict and often unforgiving. Even so, inmates are able to 


express some individuality through the choice of a prison lifestyle. There are 


nine types of prisoners that researchers  have described, namely: 


 


 THE MEAN DUDE 
 


Some inmates adjust to prison by being violent. They are quick to fight and 


when they fight , they fight like wild men. Other inmate know that such 


prisoners are best left alone. The mean dude is frequently written up and 


spends much time in solitary confinement. This role is most common in male 


institutions and in maximum-security prisons. Prison culture supports violence 


in two  ways (1) by expecting inmates to be tough and (2) through the 


prevalence of the idea that only the strong survive inside prison(Zebulon 


2004:45). 


 


 THE HEDONIST 
 
Some inmates build their lives around the limited pleasures that can be within 


the confines of prison.  The smuggling of contraband, homosexuality, 


gambling , drugs running, and other officially condemned activities provide the 


centre of interest for prison hedonists. Hedonists generally have an 


abbreviated view of the future living only for the now (Clemmer 2004:28). 


 


 THE OPPORTUNIST 
The opportunist takes advantage of the positive experiences prison has to offer. 


Schooling, trade training, counseling and other self–improvement activities are the 


focal points of the opportunist’s life in prison. Opportunists are generally well liked by 


prison staff, but other prisoners shun and mistrust them because they come closest 


to accepting the role that the staff defines as “model prisoner”(Clemmer,  2004 :30) 
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 THE RETREATIST 


 


Prison life is rigorous and demanding.  Badgering by the staff and actual or feared  


assaults by other inmates may cause same prisoners to attempt psychological 


retreat from the realities of imprisonment. Such inmates may experience neurotic or 


psychotic episodes, become heavily involved in drug and alcohol abuse or even 


attempt suicide. Depression and mental illness are the hallmarks of the retreatist 


personality in prison.  (Burn,2006:22). 


 


 THE LEGALIST 
 


The legalist is the “jailhouse lawyer”. Convicts facing long sentences with little 


possibility for early release through the correctional system, are most likely to turn to 


the courts in their battle against confinement (Clemmer, 2004:33). 


 


 
 THE RADICAL 


 


Radical inmates picture themselves as political prisoners. They see society and the 


successful conformists who populate it as oppressors who have forced criminality on 


many “good people” through the creation of a system that distributes wealth and 


power inequitably. The inmates who take on the radical role is unlikely to receive 


much sympathy from prison staff.  (Myers 1995:13).  


 


 THE COLONIZER 
 


Some inmates think of prison as their home and don’t look forward to leaving. They 


“know the ropes,”have many “friends” inside, and may feel more comfortable 


institutionalized than on  the streets.  They typically hold positions of power or 


respect among the inmate population.  Once released, some colonizers have 


committed new crimes to return to prison. (Seamands.2002:13). 
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 THE RELIGIOUS 
 
Some of the prisoners profess a strong religious faith. They may be “born again” 


Christians, committed Muslims, or even Satanists or witches. Religious inmates 


frequently attend services, may form prayer groups, and sometimes ask the prison 


administration to allocate meeting facilities.  While it is certainly true that some  


inmates have a strong religious faith, staff members are apt to be suspicious of the 


overly religious prisoner (Hans 2002:37). 


 


 THE REALIST 
 
The realist sees confinement as a natural consequence of criminal activity and as an 


unfortunate cost of doing business. This stoic attitude towards incarceration 


generally leads the realist to “pull his or her own time and to make the best of it. 


Realist  tend to know the inmate code, are able to avoid trouble, and continue a life 


of crime once released (Clemmer,  2004 :44). 


 


2.3.4  HOMOSEXUALITY IN PRISON 
  
Homosexual behaviour inside prison is both constrained and encouraged by prison 


subculture. One woman, whose son is serving time at Polokwane prison, explained 


the path to prison homosexuality this way:”within a matter of days, if not hours, an 


unofficial prison welcome wagon sorts new arrivals into those who will fight and 


those who will be servants or slaves. You’re jumped on by two or three prisoners to 


see if you’ll fight,” if you don’t fight, you become someone’s girl, until they are tired of 


you and they sell you to someone else” (Davis,  2009:10-11). 


 


Sykes’s early study of prison argot found many words describing homosexual  


activity .Among them were the terms wolf, punk and fag. Wolves were aggressive 


men who assumed the masculine role in homosexual relations.   Punks were forced 


into submitting to the female role. The term fag described a special category of men 


who had a natural proclivity towards homosexual activity and effeminate 


mannerisms. While both wolves  and punks were fiercely committed to their 


heterosexual identity  and participated in homosexuality only because of prison  
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conditions. Fags generally engaged in homosexuality  only because of prison 


condition, fags generally engaged in homosexuality  lifestyles before their entry into 


prison and continued to emulate feminine mannerisms and  styles of dress once 


incarcerated ( Clemmer,  2004 :41-42). 


 


Prison homosexuality depends to a considerable degree on the naivete of young 


inmates experiencing prison  for the first time.  Even when newly arrived inmates are 


protected from fights, older prisoners looking for homosexual liaisons may ingratiate 


themselves by offering cigarettes, money, drugs, food or protection. At some future 


time, these “loans” will be called in, with payoffs demanded in sexual favours. Prison 


rape represents a special category of homosexual behaviour behind bars. A large 


proportion of poverty, having grown up in a broken home headed by the mother, and 


having a record of violent offences. Victims of prison rape tend to be physical slight, 


young, white, non-violent offenders from non-urban areas. Most sexual aggressors 


do not consider themselves to be homosexuals. Many aggressors must continue to 


participate in gang rapes to avoid becoming victims themselves (Zebulon, 2004:1-3). 


 


As in cases of heterosexual rape, sexual assaults in prison are likely to leave 


psychological scars long after the physical event is over. The victims of prison rape 


live in fear, may feel constantly threatened, and can turn to self-destructive activities. 


At the very least victims question their masculinity and undergo a personal 


devaluation. In some cases, victims of prison sexual attacks turn to violence. 


Perpetrators of prison rape were found to be young (generally 20 to 30 years old) 


Stronger and larger than their victims, and generally more assertive, physically 


aggressive and more at home in the prison environment “than their victims. The 


report concluded that to reduce the incidence of prison rape, “prison officials should 


take considerably more care in matching cell mates” (Hans 2002:19).     
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TABLE OF CONDITIONAL RIGHTS OF PRISON INMATES 


THE CONDITIONAL RIGHTS OF INMATES 


Communication and Visitation 


A right to meet with members of the press2 


A right to receive publications directly from the publisher 


A right to communicate with non-prisoners 


 


Religious Freedom 


A right of assembly for religious services and groups 


A right to attend services of other religious groups 


A right to receive visits from ministers 


A right to correspond with religious leaders 


A right to observe religious dietary laws 


A right to wear religious insignia 


 


Access to the Courts and Legal Assistance 


A right to have access to the courts3 


A right to visits from attorneys 


A right to have mail communications with lawyers4 


A right to communicate with legal assistance organizations 


A right to consult “jailhouse lawyers” 


A right to assistance in filing legal papers, which should include one of the 
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following: 


• Access to an adequate law library 


• Paid attorneys 


• Paralegal personnel or law students 


 


Medical Care 


A right to sanitary and healthy conditions 


A right to medical attention for serious physical problems 


A right to required medications 


A right to treatment in accordance with “doctor’s orders” 


 


Protection from Harm 


A right to food, water and shelter 


A right to protection from foreseeable attack 


A right to protection from predictable sexual abuse 


A right to protection against suicide 


Institutional Punishment and Discipline 


An absolute right against corporal punishments (unless sentenced to such 


punishments) 


A limited right to due process before punishment, including the following: 


• Notice of charges 


• A fair and impartial hearing 


• An opportunity for defence 


• A right to present witnesses 


• A written decision 
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2.4 EFFORTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES TO 
IMPROVE CONDITIONS IN PRISONS 


The Department of Correctional Services aims to contribute to a just, peaceful and 


safe society, by detaining inmates in safe custody, while maintaining the human 


dignity, developing their sense of social responsibility and promoting the general 


development of all inmates and persons subject to community corrections. 


2.4.1 POLICY DEVELOPMENT (CORRECTIONAL SERVICES AMENDMENT ACT, 
(ACT 25 OF 2008) 


The Correctional Services Amendment Act, 2008 was gazetted on 11 November 


2008.  This followed a series of consultations with stakeholders to ensure broad 


representation by all concerned.  The amendments included substitution, 


amendment or deletion of certain definitions; further provisions for the manner in 


which correctional centres or prisons are managed further provision for matters 


relating to correctional supervision, parole boards and the judicial inspectorate; and 


provided for compliance management and monitoring of relevant prescriptions, a 


departmental investigation unit and a unit dealing with disciplinary procedures 


(Mofokeng,  2009;5) 


2.4.2 THE WHITE PAPER ON CORRECTIONS 


The White Paper on Corrections in South Africa is the principal strategic document 


aimed at directing the management and service provision of the department over the 


next 20 years and beyond.  The white paper represents the final fundamental break 


with a post archaic penal system and ushered in a start to the second decade of 


rehabilitation and offences are given new hope and encouragement to adopt a 


lifestyle that will result in them having a second chance to become law-abiding South 


African citizens (Altbeker, 2010:7) 
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2.4.3 WORK OF STATUTORY BODIES 


NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CORRECTIONAL SERVICE (NCCS) 


The NCCS is an advisory board with the primary aim of guiding the minister of 


Correctional Services in developing policy relating to the Correctional Services and 


the sentence – management process.  In addition to this advisory function, the 


NCCS serves as the recommending institution to the minister in relation to parole 


decisions for offenders sentenced to life imprisonment.  In October 2010, cabinet 


approved the Correctional Matters Amendment Bill, 2010 and the draft of White 


Paper on Remand Detention.  The Bill seeks to improve the administration of three 


key areas of corrections, namely medical parole, the parole system in general; and 


the management of remand detention.  The new Medical Parole System will balance 


the medical condition of the inmate against the risk posed to society should such 


inmate be placed on medical parole ( Jas yearbook, 2010 360) 


2.4.4 KEY DEPARTMENTAL PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES (IMBELEKO 
PROJECT)  WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 


As at March 2010, there were 129 infants and young children in detention with their 


mothers.  The department launched the Imbeleko Project, which seeks to provide a 


home-like environment in centres for children below the age of two.  It also seeks to 


place children of two years of age and above outside correctional facilities with 


sustainable family structures (Mofekeng,  2009:17). 


The strategy of imbeleko places babies out of correctional facilities and into the care 


of relatives or willing community members and improves the conditions of those 


living in correctional facilities by converting the “prison” environment into a child-


friendly environment where babies are accommodated with their mothers.  This 


entail the creation of a safe humane and friendly environment for mother-child 


interaction.  The implementation of the first phase created an opportunity for the 


department to create partnership with other stakeholders in working together to 


rehabilitate (Altbeker,  2010:24). 
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2.4.5 OFFENDER LABOUR 


Offenders continue to be awarded opportunities to participate in community 


development projects by providing offender labour.  In an effort to enhance the 


utilisation of the available resources, the Department of Correctional Services has 


engaged various stakeholders to involve offenders in mainstream activities that could 


lead towards poverty alleviation within communities. 


The aim of engagement was to formulate a relationship with other government 


departments and stakeholders so that they consider offenders as an available 


workforce, that can be used as some sort of reparation and pay-back to the 


communities they have offended.  The department has developed a draft concept 


document on the utilisation of offenders in meaningful work activities.  The document 


aims to regulate the external hiring of offenders to participate in community projects.  


The involvement of offenders in community projects or activities is of fundamentals 


importance in their rehabilitation and reintegrated process (Hans,  2002:13) 


2.4.6 MINISTERIAL TASK TEAM ON CATEGORISATION OF INMATES 


The ministerial task team is an independent team appointed by the minister in 


February 2010 to conduct an audit of certain categories of inmates within the 


correctional facilities. 


The task team audits the following categories of inmates. 


 Unsentenced inmates awaiting trial 


 Sentenced inmates - placement of certain categories of inmates on parole, 


correctional supervision, or the conversion of sentences to correctional 


supervision. 


 Vulnerable inmates (mothers with babies, mentally ill and elderly inmates). 


2.4.7 STRATEGIC PRIORITY AREAS 


The department’s strategic priority areas include: 


 Improved rehabilitation and reintegration of offenders, a draft project charter 


was developed, as well as draft action plans for the respective work streams.  


The key elements of improved rehabilitation and reintegration of offenders lie 
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in the implementation of the correctional sentence plans, the responsibilities 


of case management committees and parole processes, and the refinement of 


job functions of correctional officials that has been part of the occupation 


specific dispensation process. 


 Improved Remand Detention Management System Development of the 


system is a departmental and cluster priority and the policy framework has 


been put in place.  In 2009/10 the department signed the Bail Protocol with 


the Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development and the Minister of 


Police.  The agreement will ensure that inmates who committed petty crimes 


and cannot afford bail are diverted to alternative programmes. 


 Enhanced internal and public safety and security 


 Improved stakeholder relations. 


2.4.8 ACHIEVEMENTS 


The department of correctional services achievements include: 


 The Seven – Day Establishment has been implemented.  It has enabled the 


department to comply with section 8 (5) of the Correctional Act, 1998 (Act 11 


of 1998), which prescribes intervals between meal times for offenders.  This 


enabled more rehabilitation activities to be implemented, as well as improved 


offender’s labour programmes. 


 Empowerment of correctional officials with advanced knowledge of offenders’ 


rehabilitation programmes. 


 The department continues to win the war on fraud and corruption as R2,5 


million was recovered from debt owed by officials who were found guilty of 


defrauding the department’s medical scheme. 


 In 2009/10, the department reduced overcrowding by 4%.  The reduction was 


as a result of efforts within the department such as the completion of a new 


correctional centre.  Furthermore, a process of reclassifying some offenders 


reduced the number of maximum security offenders by 12%. 


 The department has, in partnership with the Department of Basic Education, 


initiated an Early Childhood Development Programme for babies and toddlers 


who are incarcerated with their mothers. 
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 The pre-Adult Basic Education and Training Programme, also in partnership 


with the department of Basic Education, is a mass literacy campaign that 


involves illiterate offenders.  Volunteers from the community are recruited and 


trained as literacy facilitators. 


 Eleven computer-based training centres for offenders were established.  


Computer–based training forms an integral part of Life Orientation for 


offenders. 


2.4.9 OVERCROWDING IN PRISONS 


Overcrowding in prisons continues to pose a challenge and impacts how the 


department functions and on its service delivery.  At the close of the 2009/10 


financial year, the department’s facilities were overcrowded by 39%.  The average 


cost of incarceration per offender per day was estimated at R123,37.  Overcrowding 


has an impact on the provision of programmes in that officials are often unable to 


reach the targets they set.  It puts constraints on building infrastructure and creates a 


shortage of beds, thus increasing the demand for more space (Davis, 2009:1-2). 


The department is working on a strategy to address overcrowding partly through the 


transfer of offenders between centres and through releases resulting from sentence 


conversions.  The construction of new centres should furthermore alleviate the 


pressure put on facilities and staff (Hans,  2002:19) 


2.5 UNDERSTANDING PRISONERS SITUATION AS A RESULT OF PRISON 
SUBCULTURE OF ABUSE 


 The most recognizable symptoms among abused inmates are an abnormal change 


in mood.  While depression may be limited to mood changes, it is considered a 


whole-person disorders since the body, mind, emotions, relationships and spirituality 


are all affected.  The mind of inmates is affected because depression lowers 


attention span, tolerance for frustration, and memory.  Their behaviour is affected by 


lowered motivation, loss of ability to experience pleasure and fatigue.  Their body is 


affected by headaches, stomachaches, and muscle tension.  Relationships are 


affected by a tendency to withdraw and become isolated with loneliness.  Lowered 


impulse control can lead to suicide or homicide.  Depression among prison inmates 


also create sleep disturbances, changes in appetite and weight loss (Hart, 2002:20) 
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As a result of victimisation, many prisoners develop excessive negative or 


pessimistic thoughts, severe guilt, and an inability to connect with or be around 


others.  Depression also makes them feel overwhelmed, anxious, worthless, and 


hopeless and they might even have thoughts about ending their lives.  Many prison 


inmates suffer from the emotional trauma of abuse, neglect and pain.  Regardless of 


the cause of a specific depression, research show that depression is treatable.  


Spiritual counselling can play a vital role as part of recovery plan for prison inmates 


(Bloomfield 1998:10). 


Many prisoners suffer from two types of depression, namely post-traumatic stress 


disorder (PTSD) and masked depression. 


 Post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 


This occurs after exposure to trauma or violence, and symptoms are similar to those 


for depression,  They may also include nightmares, flashbacks of terrifying past 


events, increased aggression, feeling of uncontrollable anger, emotional numbing, 


and avoidance of the outside world, especially anything reminiscent of past trauma. 


 Masked depression 


It is possible for prison inmates to suffer from serious depression and for friends and 


loved ones not to realize it.  The sufferer hides or “masks” it behind some other 


problem or activity.  Instead of complaining of depression, then they complain about 


physical problems like indigestion, heartburn, muscle or joint pains or chronic 


headaches.  Many tend to act out by being more involved with work or outside 


activities or by becoming angry.  Such depressions can go unrecognised, by both the 


sufferer and loved ones, for a long time (Seligman, 1993:13). 


2.5.1 SYMPTOMS OF DEPRESSION AMONG PRISON INMATES 


Mood / Emotions 
 Depressed mood – feelings of helplessness, worthlessness, irritability, and 


inability to cry or express emotion 


 Feeling of worthlessness, hopelessness, inappropriate, guilt, or blaming 


themselves for their problems. 
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 Loss of interest in previously pleasurable activities, inability to enjoy usual 


hobbies or activities. 


 Unresolved grief issues. 


THOUGHTS 


 Inability to concentrate, remember things, make decisions or think clearly, 


even on routine tasks. 


 Obsessing over negative experiences or thoughts. 


 Low self-esteem. 


 Recurrent thoughts of suicide or death. 


 Feeling pessimistic about their life. 


 Attitude of “what difference does it make.” 


PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING 


 Appetite disturbance, eating far less or more than usual. 


 Sleep disturbances – inability to sleep, tossing and turning, sleeping too 


much, or irregular sleep patterns. 


 Constant fatigue or loss of energy. 


 Slow soft speech. 


 Chronic aches and pains that don’t respond to treatment. 


 Anxiety or panic attacks. 


 Unexplained headaches, backaches, abdominal pain, constipation, or general 


aches and pains.. 


SPIRITUAL FACTORS 


 Feeling that God is very distant. 


 Being angry and disappointed in God. 


 Having no hope for the future. 


 Feeling abandoned and forsaken by God. 


 Feeling a heaviness in their spirit. 


 Feeling like a cloud of darkness is over them. 


 Feeling abandoned and forsaken by God. 


 Feeling a heaviness in their spirit. 
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BEHAVIOUR FACTORS 


 Observable restlessness, irritability or decreased activity. 


 Substance abuse such as drugs. 


 Suicide attempts. 


 Decreased performance at school. 


 Social withdrawal – refusal to go out to see friends, and avoidance of old 


friends. 


 Avoidance of situations that could cause responsibility or failure 


 Dislike of crowds. 


 Difficulty getting along with others (Hart, 1999:13). 


2.5.2 RISK FACTORS FOR DEPRESSION AMONG PRISONERS 


PAIN / CHALLENGES IN THEIR LIVES 


 Frustration over several life issues. 


 Disappointing / feeling of hopeless and hopelessness. 


 Conflicts in marriage. 


 Dealing with difficult people / relationships. 


 Keeping a proper balance / priorities in all areas of their lives. 


 Juggling roles with family and outside interests. 


 Role overload, getting bogged down in the mundane. 


 Knowing who they are, then destiny, calling and contribution on earth, and 


feeling fulfilled. 


 The desire  of being transformed or becoming whole. 


 Bottling the same old issues such as family stuff weaknesses, character traits 


and defences. 


 Bottling overwhelming emotions such as anger, disillusion, loneliness, fear or 


disappointment. 


 Intense periods of focusing on one area of life. 


 Neglecting to care for and nurture oneself (Hart, 2002:4-5) 


PAST TRAUMAS 


 Dysfunctional patterns that were learned or experienced in prison. 


 Abuse, including physical, sexual or emotional. 
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 Neglect and abundance. 


 Traumatic life events. 


REACTIONS TO LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES 


 Guilt of sin. 


 Indecision. 


 Anger. 


 Bitterness. 


 Unforgiveness. 


 Times of transition and change. 


 Stress as strain. 


 Disappointment. 


 Sadness. 


 Unrealistic expectations. 


 Chronic disappointment and stress. 


 Lack of meaning in life. 


 Low self-esteem. 


2.6 SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING THERAPY 


Spiritual counselling is the effective weapon for speed recovery and rehabilitation to 


depressed prisoners.  Counselling is part of God’s provision as He works healing 


and recovery in their lives.  Psalm 33:16 give comfort to prisoners. It reads:  “My 


inner self waits earnestly for you, Lord; you are my help and shield, for in you my 


heart rejoices, because I have trusted and been confident in your name.  Let your 


mercy and loving kindness, O Lord, be upon me in proportion to my waiting and 


hoping for you” (Hart 1999:20-21)  Such scriptures may give hope and strength of 


heart to prisoners. 


2.7 SUMMARY 


Spirituality is one of the many ways for prisoners to experience perfect peace and 


newness of life.  Restoration power to change mindset is available through prayer 


and God’s Word.  It is vitally important that they must build in time to talk with and 


listen to God and to openly and honestly express their thoughts and feelings with 


Him.  Spiritual teaching can help prison inmates to tell God their spiritual teaching 
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confusion, disappointments, even anger.  God  can handle it asHe already knows 


their feelings and thoughts.  By letting God to be with them in their feelings, thoughts, 


and experience they can experience total deliverance from their problems and pains 


(Syd, 2000”12) 
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CHAPTER 3 
 


BREAKING FREE FROM THE STRONGHOLDS OF  CRIME 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The decisions people make today of crime do not simply affect themselves, but they 


affect the coming generations as well.  The Bible talks about how the iniquity of the 


fathers can be passed down for three or four generations.  That means bad habits, 


additions negativity, wrong mind-sets and other types of iniquities can be passed 


down.  Many young people are struggling in certain areas of life because their 


parents made poor choices of committing crime.  Spiritual counseling teaches young 


prisoners that it is possible to stop or break the chain of the curse of crime.  They are 


encouraged to choose blessing and not curse. 


 


Recent research seeks to identify specific genes and determine how genes for traits 


such as crime, addiction, and bad habits is transferred from generation to 


generation.  The researchers can see definite patterns, but they cannot conclusively 


determine whether the cause of crime is genetic, environment, or hereditary or some 


combination of those factors (Waldo, 1988:14). 


 


Certainly, all those things can be factors, but the root, cause of crime is spiritual.  It 


has to be understood that just as  strong physical characteristics can be inherited, 


the negative things like crime in our family bloodline will continue from generation to 


generation until somebody rises up and put a stop to them.  For example, when 


Adam and Eve disobeyed God, that decision did not just affect them; it affected their 


children.  The first murderer was Adam’s son, Cain.  The second murderer was one 


of Cain’s descendants, a man by the name Lamech.  That iniquity kept getting 


passed down through generations of Cain offspring.  It was in their family line.  


Negative, destructive spirit is the one that keeps a life of crime from generation to 


generation.  The addiction of crime can stop if people make a choice to live under 
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the blessings of God rather than under a curse.  The struggle against crime is a 


spiritual one (Dollar, 1998:25). 


 
3.2 OVERCOMING NEGATIVE HISTORY OF CRIME 


 
Struggling with the life of crime does not make one a bad person.  The poor choices 


made by parents lead their children to find themselves living a life of crime or using 


crime as a weapon of daily survival.  Many prison inmates use family history as an 


excuse to perpetuate negative lifestyle patterns.  One of the first steps of criminals to 


overcoming these generational curses of crime is to recognize what they are dealing 


with and identify it- (the demonic spirit of crime) (Torres, 2007:16). 


 


Prisoners must first acknowledge that crime is wrong and that it is a sin.  Confession 


of their faults will be a great stepping stone to transformation of their mindset and 


lifestyle.  Spiritual teachings encourages prisoners to be honest enough with 


themselves to confess their faults, and prayer will then help them to have a deeper 


relationship with God and set them free.  They will then experience life of happiness 


and love for one another. 


 


Robert grew up in a violent, angry home.  As a young man, he got hooked on drugs 


and began selling them to support his habit.  He lived dangerously, in a perpetual 


self–destruct mode, following his family’s pattern of violence and anger. 


Then, in his mid-twenties, Robert gave his life to the Lord.  As he studied the Bible, 


he began sharing the good news with others and eventually became a pastor.  


Robert became one of the most respected citizens in the community as well as 


travelling and sharing his story of how God changed his life.  The above story shows 


how spirituality helped Robert to break the chains of historical family life of crime to 


became a respected citizen by serving God and people (Osteen, 2007:54). 


 


God delivered Robert from all sorts of other bad habits, addictions, drugs and 


alcoholism.  Spirituality teaches prisoners to share their problems with others, 


showing them that they can overcome crime addiction with the help of God.  Only 


spirituality including prayer and teachings can help prisoners to overcome the 


negative patterns in their life.  Crime is a deeply rooted habit that need divine power 
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to overcome it.Confession of sins or faults has led many prisoners to complete 


freedom from the bondage of crime.  No crime addiction is too difficult for God to 


solve  (Watson, 1992:16). 


 


Spirituality helps prisoners to renew their strength and build new hope in defeating 


crime problems.  By submitting their lives to God they can start to live under the 


blessing and not the curse.  Spirituality can free prisoners from those negative 


generational patterns, and start a new pattern of goodness and love for their 


descendants.  Spirituality teaches them to take responsibility for their actions.  As a 


result they start to choose to set a new standard of life free from criminal activity.  


Spiritual teachings remind prisoners that they cannot change the past, but they can 


change the future by making the right choices today.  Crime is a negative spirit, but 


doing good and being a blessing is a result of a positive spirit (Waaijman, 2006:17). 


 


3.3 AVOIDING LISTENING TO ACCUSING VOICES 
(A stepping stone to defeat criminal behavior) 


 
If prisoners want to become better people, it is imperative that they must learn to feel 


good about themselves.  Living under condemnation, constantly listening to the 


wrong voices hinders or delays transformation of many prison inmates.  The Bible 


refers to the enemy as “the accuser of the brethren” who wants prison inmates to live 


lives of guilty and condemnation.  The accuser reminds them of their past mistakes 


and failures.  Spiritual teachings helps prisoners to experience restoration of joy, 


confidence and relationship with God (Barr, 2007:16). 


 


Spirituality also reminds prison inmates that no human being is perfect.  They can 


receive God’s mercy and forgiveness.  Many prisoners are so hard on themselves.  


Instead of believing that they are growing and improving, they believe that voice 


telling them “they can’t do anything right, they are just a failure”.  As a result, they 


become extremely critical toward themselves.  Spirituality encourages them to live in 


peace with themselves, they must learn to put their foot down and say, they may not 


be perfect, they may have made mistakes, but they know, they are forgiven, they 


have received God’s mercy” (Osteen 2007:87). 
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Spiritual teachings helps prison inmates better understand and that they can be 


better human beings, but they need God’s help and guidance.  As long as they are 


doing their best and desire to do what is right according to God’s Word, they can be 


assured God is pleased with them.  Certainly, He wants them to improve, as He 


knows that all people have weaknesses. 


 


Spiritual teachings encourages prisoners learning to receive God’s forgiveness and 


mercy.  They must not allow those condemning voice to play repeatedly in their 


mind.  That will only accentuate a negative attitude towards themselves.  Prisoners 


should know that there is a time to repent, but there is also a time to shake it off and 


press forward.  They must not live with regrets (Jakes, 2007:14). 


 


Spiritual counseling encourages offenders to quit condemning themselves.  They 


must let the past be the past.  Spirituality gives prisoners strength they need to live in 


victory over crime.  Through prayers offenders live in peace with themselves and 


they learn to put their foot down and say they may not be perfect but they know they 


are growing and forgiven.  As long as they have asked God to forgive them and they 


are pressing forward in the direction God wants them to go, they can know with 


confidence God is pleased with them (Osteen, 2007:89). 


 


Spiritual counseling motivates offenders by reminding them that God is pleased with 


them, God approves them and God accepts them just the way they are.  They may 


have faults, but they are still the apple of God’s eye.  Spiritual counseling helps 


offenders to break the bondage of guilt and condemnation, that has held them back 


for years.  But God’s grace is a free gift.  The good news is God has made people 


including offenders worthy of His grace.  God does not focus on what is wrong with 


prisoners, but He focuses on what is right with them.  God is not looking at offenders’ 


fault and weaknesses. He is looking at how far they have come and how much they 


are growing.  The message of God’s mercy, love and grace plays a vital role in the 


rehabilitation of offenders (Osteen 2007:90).  Spiritual counseling teaches prison 


inmates to surrender to God with Humility and reverence.  Then after complete 


submission to the will of God they must expect God’s blessings and favour. 
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Jesus told a story about the prodigal son.  This young man made a lot of mistakes.  


He told his dad that he wanted his share of the inheritance.  When the father gave 


the son his money, the boy left home, went out, and lived a wild life.  Eventually, 


those poor choices caught up to him.  When his money ran out, so did his friends.  


He did not have anything to eat, any place to stay and he ended up working in a hog 


pen feeding the pigs.  He got so desperate and low, he had to eat the hog food just 


to stay alive.  One day, sitting in that filth and shame, he said to himself, “I will arise 


and go back to my father’s”  that was the best decision  he ever made.   


 


Through the above story spirituality teaches prisoners that when they make 


mistakes, when they go through failures and disappointments, they must not just sit 


around in self-pity.  The first step for them to victory is to get back up again and go 


back to their Heavenly Fathers loving arms.  When the father saw his son he took off 


running toward him.  He couldn’t wait to see him.  The parallels in the story are 


obvious, with the father representing God.  God was running to a young man that 


needs mercy.  He was running to a person who has made grievous mistakes, a 


person who has failed miserably.  When the father got there, he embraced his son, 


he hugged him.  He was so happy to see him, but the son just hung his head in 


shame.  The son told his dad that he did not deserve to be his son, but to be one of 


his servants.  The father would have nothing to do with that.  He said you are my 


son.  The parable of the prodigal son, encourages offenders or assures them that 


nothing that they have done is too much for the mercy of God.  God is not looking for 


ways to condemn prisoners.  He stands before them with his arms held open wide.  


God had mercy for any crimes they have committed.  The father told his servants to 


get the best robe and put it on his son.  One translation says:  “put the robe of honor 


on him”.  Similarly to prisoners they may have committed serious crimes and 


suffered some severe setbacks.  However, God does not simply want to restore 


them.  He does not merely want to give them a new beginning.  He wants to put the 


robe of honour on them.  God’s mercy is greater and bigger than any mountain.  God 


is good, when they return to Him.  He will receive them back and make something 


great out of their lives.  The only way this can happen is when offenders can develop 


the right attitude (Waldo, 1988:13-14). 
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Spiritual Counseling encourages offenders to quit living in guilt, shame and 


condemnation; to get out of the mess or crime and start receiving God’s mercy.  


Many offenders think God is mad at them, that he is keeping a record of every crime 


they committed because they made poor choices, they would not dare go to God 


and ask Him for forgiveness and help.  They assume they must pay for their  


mistakes.  Unfortunately, the way most prisoners attempt to do is by giving up on 


their dreams.  They perpetually feel disqualified, depressed, and defeated, thinking 


they are paying God by living a life of pain and misery for the crime they have 


committed.  But the good news is that the debt has already been paid.  God’s mercy 


and forgiveness rub off their guilt (Torres 2007:22). 


 


God does not focus on their past mistakes or failures.  He does not desire to make 


their life miserable.  God want offenders to succeed.  He created them to live a life of 


abundance.  Spirituality teachings remind offenders that they are not God’s enemies.  


They are the apple of God’s eye.  They are His prized possession.  Nothing they 


have done can keep God from loving them and wanting to be good to them.  Spiritual 


counseling helps prisoners to shake off those feelings of guilt and unworthiness.  


They must dust themselves off, straighten up and throw their shoulders back, 


knowing that they are forgiven.  Spirituality helps them to develop new attitude free 


from guilt and condemnation and most of all – free from the accusing voice 


(Pretorius 1992:13). 


 


Prisoners  can turn their face towards God, knowing that He has already turned His 


face toward them.  To those prisoners who have experienced failures, 


disappointment and setbacks.  Perhaps those accusatory voices have been nagging 


at them, keeping them down discouraged, guilty, condemned.  They need to know 


that God is running towards them.  His face is turned in their direction.  He is not 


angry, condemning God.  He is loving, merciful, forgiving God.  He is their heavenly 


father and He still has a great plan for their life (Rough, 2005:16). 


 


God had not run out of mercy.  For offenders to receive God’s mercy, they must start 


by changing their attitude.  They must quit being negative towards themselves.  They 


must stop accepting accusations and start receiving God’s mercy.  They must stop 


dwelling on their past and quit listening to condemning voices.  They must start 
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putting on God’s approval, knowing that He is pleased with them, knowing that they 


are forgiven and that God has a bright future in store for them.  By doing that prison 


inmate or offenders will diffuse the power of the accuser and experience a new 


sense of freedom.  They can even learn to like themselves and begin feeling good 


about themselves (Jakes, 200:14). 


 
3.4 LEARNING TO LIKE ONESELF 


 
As long as offenders  keep pressing forward getting up each day and doing their  


very best, they can be assured that God is pleased with them.  God wants them to 


be secure and to have healthy self images, but so many offenders focus on their 


faults and weaknesses.  When they make mistakes, they are extremely critical of 


themselves. They live with that nagging feeling that chides, “you are not what you 


are supposed to be.  You don’t measure up”.  You’ve blown it too many times.  God 


knew that they were not going to be perfect.  He knew that they were going to have 


weaknesses faults and wrong desires.  He knew all that before they were born and 


He still loves them (Barr’ 2005:17). 


 


One of the worst things prisoners could do is to go through life being against 


themselves.  This is a major problem today.  Many prisoners have a war going on 


inside themselves.  They do not really like who they are.  They focus on their 


weaknesses, not realizing that this negative introspection is a root cause of many of 


their difficulties.  They cannot get along in relationships, they are insecure, they don’t 


enjoy their life, and it is largely because they are not at peace with who they are 


(Waldo 2002:16). 


 


Jesus said, “Love your neighbour as you love yourself”.  The prerequisite to loving 


others is to love oneself.  If offenders have no healthy respect for who they are or if 


they do not learn to accept the massive faults and all, they will never be able to 


properly love other people.  Unfortunately, self-loathing destroys many relationships 


nowadays.  For offenders to refrain from crime, they must develop love from inside, 


then they will be able to give love to their fellow human beings. 
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If they don’t love themselves, they are not going to love others.  If they are at strife 


on the inside, feeling angry or insecure about themselves, feeling condemned, then 


that is all they can give away, which will lead to more acts of crime (Masango, 


2001:14). 


 


For offenders to have negative attitude towards themselves, it also influence every 


relationship they have and it will affect their relationship with God.  The enemy does 


not want prisoners to understand that they have been made righteous.  Because 


God approves them offenders must start approving themselves.  God’s love makes 


prisoners to shake off guilt, condemnation, inadequacy so that they start feeling good 


about who they are.  Spirituality reminds them of forgiveness of sins and that God’s 


plan for them is to live a life of victory (Scott, 2004:15). 


 


God is not focused on their faults.  He is not keeping a list of their shortcomings.  He 


is looking at the fact that offenders have made a conscious decision to be better, to 


live right and to trust Him.  He is pleased that they are kind and courteous to people.  


He is looking at the fact that they have a desire to know Him better.  As long as 


offenders can get in agreement with God, they will start experiencing love, joy and 


peace.  Prisoners must know that they have a multitude of good qualities. (Barr, 


2005:24). 


 


The moment prisoners repented, God not only forgave then, He forgot about it, God 


chooses not to remember their sins anymore.  Therefore, prisoners must know that 


God is for them, He is on their side.  He is the best friend they could ever have.  


They can be assured that God is pleased with them.  He is in the process of 


changing them. 


 


Three action point’s positive result of spiritual counseling to offenders. 
 
 They must refuse to live guilty or condemned because of past mistakes.  They 


must step into new situations confidently, knowing that they are forgiven.  


They must make this day a fresh beginning. 
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 They must choose to refresh their self-image by speaking positive affirmations 


and faith-filled words over their life such as blessings, prosperity.  Peace and 


brighter future of doing good. 


 


 They must be determined to keep their inner dialogue positive about 


themselves.  They must reject any negative thoughts towards themselves and 


others and they must meditate on thoughts such as, they are valuable 


instruments to do God’s will. 


 


3.5 DEVELOPING A GOOD CONSCIENCE 
 
The conscience is often called the compass of the soul.  It works like an inward 


monitor, similar to an alarm.  When a person is about to do something wrong, his 


conscience causes him to feel uneasy.  Conscience helps one to know what is right 


and what is wrong.  One of the friends in everyone’s life is their own conscience. 


 


Offenders could have avoided a great deal of trouble if they would maintain a more 


tender conscience.  Many criminal activities are a result of disobedience to one’s 


conscience.  Spiritual counseling helps offenders not to override their conscience.  


They must respect their conscience.  God always use their conscience to help lead 


them and keep them out of trouble (White, 2006:17). 


 


God works in people’s conscience.  Submission of offender’s conscience to God’s 


direction will help to root out crime.  Spirituality encourages prisoners to pull back 


and pay attention to what God is trying to say to them when they feel uncomfortable 


down inside.  If offenders can learn to be sensitive and listen to their conscience God 


will keep them out of trouble.  He will help them make good decisions.  He can 


protect them from danger (Pretorius, 2004:22). 


 


Before a person commits crime, God will always provide a warning for him.  If a 


person become sensitive and pay attention, God will lead him and will help him to 


avoid unnecessary turmoil.  Listening to God’s voice speaking to their conscience, 


many offenders can live a life free from crime and experience everlasting peace.  


Prayer can help many offenders to develop a tender conscience.  When they start to 
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live obedient life, God’s blessings will chase them down and overtake them.  God 


does not expect prisoners to change overnight.  God wants them to keep making 


progress.  God wants offenders to be sensitive and do their best to keep their own 


conscience clear.  By doing that God will be pleased and release more blessings in 


their life (Jakes, 2007:19). 


 


For prisoners to live freely they must obey their own conscience.  They must 


apologize to the people they have offended.  They must not live with a guilty 


conscience.  Or they need to say to God, they are sorry and ask for forgiveness.  


When they do that their conscience will relax.  That heavy burden will be lifted off 


and they will be able to sleep well.  Not only that, God will help them do better next 


time.  If offenders can learn to have that kind of sensitive, pure heart and be quick to 


obey, quick to forgive, quick to apologize, quick to change their attitude, they will be 


pleasing to God.  Prisoners must make decisions to pay more attention to their 


conscience.  Obedience to God’s will.  That’s when heaviness will leave.  When their 


conscience is clear, condemnation flees (Myerson, 2005:22). 


 


3.6 SUMMARY 
 
 When prisoners behave and turn over a new life, when they try to be more friendly, 


more loving and kind their problems do not come to an end.  It is good that they are 


trying to improve, but they are not dealing with the real source of the problem.  No 


matter how much they want to be better, that issue keeps coming back and they 


cannot seem to get free.  It is usually easier for offenders to make excuses for their 


behaviour, to pass the blame and try to justify their behaviour.  But if they want to 


experience God’s best, they must learn to take responsibility for their thoughts, 


words, attitudes and actions (Waaijman, 2006:12). 


 


They try to improve their behavior, and that is admirable, but many times their efforts 


produce only temporary results because they refuse to deal with the bad root.  


Consequently, they continue to produce bad fruit.  The Bible teaches that people 


should not let a root of bitterness spring forth and contaminate their whole lives.  It is 


like having a weed out in the front yard.  Removing the weed, one must get down to 


the roots for lasting, positive change.  In rooting out crime, spirituality must go 
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deeper into the root cause.  Many people / prisoners have a root of rejection, they 


have been through hurts in the past.  Somebody did them wrong, and rather than 


letting it go, they hold on to it.  That bitterness poisons every part of the person’s life.  


Most crime problems have deeper roots. 


 


The children of Israel were doing something similar.  They wondered around in the 


wilderness between Egypt and the Promised Land of Canaan for forty years, a trip 


that should have been a mere eleven day journey.  The root cause of their problem 


was that they had developed a victim mentality.  Granted, they had been treated 


horribly during the last portion of their time in Egypt; they had been through many 


painful, unfair experience while in slavery.  The inner pain followed them, even after 


God had miraculously delivered them from bondage.  Out in the desert, they blamed 


Moses for their lack of food and water; they blamed the past, complained about the 


food and fretted over their enemies (Watson, 2005:13) 


 


The challenge to many prisoners is to allow God to enter the rooms of their hearts.  


Some of those rooms can be painful or embarrassing.  Hidden in some of those 


rooms are hurts and wound from the past.  God continues to know.  If they want to 


get to the source, then they must look inside; they must allow God to shine the 


floodlight of His Word in every room of their heart.  They must ask God to show them 


if they have any bitter roots that they need to get rid of.  They may have come out of 


an abusive situation.  Maybe somebody else caused them a lot of heartache and 


pain.  Perhaps the people who raised them were unkind.  They must not use that as 


an excuse.  They can come up higher.  They can set a new standard.  Prison 


inmates must stop making excuses.  They have to quit blaming the past.  Perhaps 


they suffer from low self-esteem.  That may be the reason they struggle with bad 


habits spiritual counseling encourages them to take responsibility.  Many prisoners 


have had unfair things happen, and they go their whole lifetime allowing that 


experience to poison them.  They are angry.  But taking responsibility and allowing 


God to guide them will result in a positive attitude (Rauch, 2005:19). 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING, REHABILITATION AND CRIME PREVENTOIN. 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
4.1.1 GENDER AND AGE GROUP OF PRISONERS INTERVIEWED 
 
This phase focused on prisoners’ opinion about the relationship between spiritual 


conselling, rehabilitation programme and crime prevention. 


 
The questionnaire was distributed among 28 male prisoners and 15 female 


prisoners.  In terms of percentage male prisoners represented 65.1% and female 


prisoners 34.9%. 


 


The age group of prisoners who participated in the research interviews were the 


followings: 


10 – 20 years old were seven prisoners who made 16.7% 


21 – 30 years old were sixteen prisoners who made 38.1% 


31 – 40 years old were thirteen prisoners who made 31.0% 


41 – 50 years old were six prisoners who made 14.3% 


The age group between 21 and 40 years are more involved in criminal activities. 


They accounted for 69.1%.  More spiritual services must be intensified among young 


people.  


 


4.1.2 PRISONS / AREAS OF PRISONERS INTERVIEWED 
 
Among the prisoners who participated in the research. 


Nineteen (19) came from Mahwelereng which made 46.3%. 


Ten came from Mokopane which made 24.4%. 


Eight prisoners came from Polokwane which made 19.5%. 


Three prisoners came from Nylstroom which made 7.3%. 


One prisoner came from Naboomspruit which made 2.4%. 


Total number of prisoners who participated was forty three (43). 
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Mahwelereng appears to be the stronghold of criminal activities such as robbery, 


rape and drug dealings. The main cause of serious crime in Mahwelereng is that it is 


an overcrowded township with many other nationalities from neighbouring  African 


countries( Mofokeng, 2009:10 ) 


 


4.1.3 ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION OF PARTICIPANTS 
 
Only one prison inmate passed grade six 


Six prisoners passed grade seven 


Two had grade eight, while three prisoners had grade nine, and two had grade ten.  


Those with grade eleven were seven, while sixteen prisoners passed grade twelve.  


Only three prisoners had Diplomas. Most prisoners have not had education to 


professional level. As a result many committed crime because of hunger and 


unemployment. They lack the necessary skills to provide for themselves and their 


families. 


 


4.1.4 TYPES OF CRIME COMMITTED BY THE PARTICIPANTS 
 
Nine prison inmates were sentenced for murder and attempted murder, which made 


20.9% percent. 


One prisoners was charged with drug dealing which made 2.3% percent. 


Six prisoners were charged with fraud and corruption which made 14.0% percent. 


Hijacking which made 14.0% percent. 


Three prisoners were charged for assault which made 7.0%. 


For shoplifting and house breaking  nine prison inmates which made 20.9% percent. 


Five prisoners were sentenced for rape which made 11.6% percent. 


Two were sentenced for parole violation which made 4.7% percent. 


One prisoner was charged for public shouting which made 2.3% percent. 


One prisoner  was charged for contravention of protection order which made 2.3% 


percent. The highest percent of crime was for shoplifting  and housebreaking. The 


above statistics prove that hunger and unemployment is the main cause of crime 


among the juveniles.  
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4.1.5 RACE GROUPS OF PRISONERS 
 
Forty two prisoners who participated in the research were Africans/Blacks.  Only one 


prisoner was from white community or race. More black prisoners were unemployed 


lived in poverty as a result they engaged themselves in criminal activities as a way of 


survival. Among white communities very few do get arrested, because most of them 


benefited from apartheid government by getting good jobs and decent  life-style 


(Davis 2009:40) 


 
4.1.6 PRISONER WHO WERE EXPOSED TO SPIRITUALITY AND NON-


SPIRITUAL PRISONERS 
 
Twenty three prisoners were exposed to spiritual teachings in their life time, while 


nineteen prisoners were never exposed to spirituality. 


Those exposed to spirituality made 54.8 percent, while those who were never 


exposed to spirituality made 45.2 percent. 


The question had to do with whether spirituality could help prisoners to refrain from 


aggressive behavior. Twenty eight prison inmates agreed that spirituality can help 


them to refrain from that behavior which made 65.1 percent. 


Three prisoners disagreed; they never approved spirituality as an effective weapon 


that can help them to refrain from aggressive behavior which made 7.0 percent. 


Twelve prisoners were undecided, they didn’t know what to say, which made 27.9 


percent. The causal link between spirituality and non-aggression was established 


through the high percentage of 65.1%.   


 


The following  percentages alone testify to the non-availability of spirituality.: 


Two prison inmates recognized God as the answer to remove aggressive behavior 


which is 10%.   


One prisoner mentioned the word of God as a powerful weapon to remove the evil 


spirit of aggressive behavior which made about 5.0 percent.  To the other prisoner 


loving enemies can help to paralyze or break aggressive behavior which also made 


5.0 percent.  This proves that the spirituality in the form of preaching and counseling 


is highly required.  These percentages prove that there is very little spiritual 


counseling and preaching involved among the prisoners.   None of the prison 
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inmates recognized good behavior as a contributing factor to rub off aggressive 


behavior, spiritual counseling help human being to develop a good behavior which 


made 45% percent. Confession of sins was pointed out by one prisoner as an 


effective remedy to remove aggressive behaviour, which made 5.0 percent.  Five 


inmates mentioned newness of life which comes from spiritual counseling as the only 


way to break the bondage of aggressive behaviour which made 25.0 percent and 


lastly one prisoner pointed out peace and harmony as powerful weapon to remove 


aggressive behaviour which made 5.0 percent (Waaijman, 2006:140). Many 


offenders agree that spirituality could help them to refrain from aggressive behaviour. 


 


When prisoners are led by the Spirit of God, then they will be willing to change their 


lifestyle of aggressive behaviour as God speaks to them. Spirituality create among 


prisoners an atmosphere that is conducive to hearing from God. Such an 


atmosphere is created by attitudes, and certain attitudes enhance or hinder their 


relationship with God. Spirituality helps prisoners to maintain a peaceful atmosphere. 


Spiritual teachings develop among prisoners an attitude to live at peace with 


everyone (Romans12:18). To enjoy the fullness of God’s presence, they must 


consistently maintain an atmosphere conducive to seeking God, honouring him and 


being faithful and obedient to him. When the hear from God, they will yield their 


attitudes to the lordship  of Jesus Christ and learn to be led of the spirit in all their 


ways. (Meyer, 2003: 21). 


Spirituality is indeed the best weapon in building people free from aggressive 


behavior.  


 


4.2.3 HARDENNED CRIMINALS 


The following instance is an example of prisoners who have been hardened because 


of their lack of exposure to spirituality.  Three prisoners agreed that they were non – 


spiritual which made them not to refrain from aggressive behaviour, which made 


27.3 percent.  One prison inmate mentioned ancestral spirits as the only source or 


power that can help him / her to refrain from aggressive behaviour which made 9.1 


percent, while four prisoners showed their willingness to try moving away from 


aggressive behaviour which made 36.4 percent.  Two prisoners pointed out that they 


wanted to see others changing behaviour first, which made 18.2% . One prison 
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inmate recognized aggressive behaviour as hereditary, meaning it is passed on from 


generation to generation. 


 


4.2.4 STOPPING USE OF DRUGS 
 
The above question main aim is to test prisoners opinion whether they regard 


spiritual counseling as an effective tool to help them refrain from using of drugs. 


 


Thirty six prisoners agreed that spirituality can help them to stop using drugs, which 


made 83.7 percent. 


Two prison inmates disagreed, they did not recognize spiritual counseling as being 


able  to help them stop drug use which made 4.7 percent. 


Five prisoners were undecided.  They didn’t know what to say which made 11.6 


percent. God wants prisoners to enjoy life free from drugs.  by tapping into God’s 


power prisoners begin to experience radical transformation of mindset and life-style. 


The Bible says “Christ has redeemed people from the curse of the law.” The curse is 


behind any kind of defeat, sin, crime, mistakes, wrong choices or bad attitudes. In 


order to fight the use of drugs prisoners must submit their thought, word and attitude 


to God. God has given everyone authority to defeat drugs use or bad attitude.  By 


faith in the power of God true rehabilitation will be realized (Meyer, 2003:13-14).    


 


 
 


4.2.5 THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF DRUGS BY PRISONERS 
 
Three prisoners mentioned drugs as the main cause of damage to the brain and 


body.  They are destructive, which made 11.1 percent. 


Seven prisoners said God is against drug use.  In their opinion in order to please 


God one must stop using drugs.  It makes God unhappy, which made 25.9 percent. 


One prisoner indicated drugs as the main killer of many people which made 3.7 


percent. 


Six prisoners mentioned the power God as the only source to help them stop the use 


of drugs which made 22.2 percent. 
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Seven prisoners showed their willingness to go to church to get spiritual 


rehabilitation which made 25.9 percent. 


One prisoner recognized stopping drug use as a useful crime prevention or strategy 


which made 3.7 percent. 


One prisoner hates using drugs which made 3.7 percent. (Scott, 2004:16) 


 


4.2.6 DRUGS CAUSE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 
 
Thirty nine prisoners agreed that drugs cause psychological problems which made 


90.7 percent. 


Two prisoners disagreed that drugs causes psychological problems which made 4.7 


percent. 


Two prisoners were undecided which made 4.7 percent. 


 


4.2.7 EXAMPLES OF SPIRITUAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 
 
Seventeen prisoners mentioned that drugs cause mental illness and harm the 


human brain, which made 44.7 percent. 


Two prisoners regarded drug use as the main cause of crime, which made 5.3 


percent. 


One prisoner said drug use causes people to kill others or commit murder which 


made 2.6 percent. 


Two prisoners mentioned drug use as the main cause of pain and conflict which 


made 5.3 percent 


While one prisoner pointed the result of drugs use as short temper and disrespect 


which made 2.6 percent. 


Four prisoners mentioned depression, lack of self – control as the result of drug use 


which made 10.5 percent. 


One prisoner said drug use separate; people from God, which made 2.6 percent. 


According to two prison inmates, drug use people to develop false sense of power, 


which made 5.3 percent.  One prisoner mentioned that drug use controls the mindset 


and behaviour of people, which made 18.4 percent. 
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4.2.8 VIOLENCE – STOP THOUGHTS 
(Can spirituality help prisoners to refrain from violence, weapons and 


death?) 
 
Forty one prisoners agreed that spiritual counseling can help them to stop thinking 


about violence, death or weapon which made 95.3 percent. 


Two prisoners disagreed with spirituality’s effectiveness in removing thoughts of 


violence death or weapon from them, which made 4.7 percent. Spirituality plays a 


major role in transforming the conscience of prisoners. Most prisoners are stubborn 


and Violent. By learning to be tender towards God and become sensitive to his voice 


and the leading of the Holy Spirit, they become peacemakers.The spirit man within is 


designed for communion with God .He speaks through their conscience to keep 


them out of trouble and to let them know what is right and what is wrong. An 


individual direction from God leads them to refrain from violence thoughts. But when 


they abide in the Lord and him in them, they can quickly sense his disapproval if they 


think about violence. The Bible says if people will acknowledge God in all their ways, 


He will direct their path. Acknowledging God just means that they have enough 


respect for him, enough reverential fear and awe of him, to care what he thinks of 


their every move (Osteen, 2007:14) 


 


An attitude of patience is important to remove the thought of violence. By hearing 


from God they will have passion of doing God’s will. Emotions that rise and energize 


them will fall, and emotional energy will not carry them where they really need to go. 


.God’s will for them is to live in peace with one another. God’s energy, which is holy 


ghost determine their path to peace, love and harmony. God delights in the 


atmosphere of peace and harmony (Osteen, 2007:16) 


          


 


4.2.9 HOW SPIRITUAL COUNSELING CAN HELP 
 
Two prisoners mentioned spiritual motivation, as a powerful source to lead them to 


God’s way of life, which made 5.7 percent. 


Twelve prisoners mentioned peace, love and forgiveness as the three weapons of 


spirituality to remove thoughts of violence, which made 34.3 percent. 
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Peace is a reflection of God’s presence and harmony.  Peace is the opposite of 


violence. 


Love reflect the spirit of humanity and caring for one another. 


Forgiveness always opens the way to everlasting peace and freedom from hatred 


and stress (Pretorius, 2004:14). 


 


One prisoner indicated prayer as an effective weapon to stop violence and hatred, 


which made 2.9 percent. 


 


Prayer is a divine communication with God. 


Prayer is an invitation of God intervention to bring peace and harmony.  Prayer helps 


to remove evil thoughts (Jakes, 2009:9).   Four prisoners supported kindness as a 


sign of peace and opposition to violence and hatred.  Kind persons do not involve 


themselves in violence but only peace and love for one another, which made 11.4 


percent. 


 


Ten prisoners supported good thoughts as a vital force to destroy bad thought of 


violence, which made 28.6 percent. 


Two prisoners mentioned refraining from criminal activities as important ways to 


avoid bad thoughts of violence. The Holy Spirit speaks to their conscience to convict 


them of sin and convince them of righteousness(John 16:7-11). His conviction is 


intended to convince them to repent, which means to turn and go in the right 


direction rather than the wrong one in which they are currently going. Conviction is 


entirely different from condemnation. Conviction is meant to lift them out of 


something, to help them move up higher in God’s will and plan for their lives. 


Condemnation on the other hand presses them down and puts them under a burden 


of guilt. 


 


“For God did not send the Son into the world in order to judge (to reject, to condemn, 


to pass sentence on) the world, but that the world might find salvation and be made 


safe and sound through him. He who believes in him is not judged (he who trusts in 


him never comes up for judgment, for him there is no rejection, no condemnation 


(John 3:17-18)(Osteen, 2007:1-7). 
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4.2.10 CAUSES OF CRIMINAL THOUGHTS 
 
Eleven prisoners mentioned poverty and unemployment as the cause of crime which 


made 28.2%.  On the other hand, one offender spoke about poor background and 


only one prisoner pointed out peer pressure, whereas four offenders mentioned 


anger, hatred, stress and frustration as the main cause of crime.  Anger is very much 


destructive including hatred (Masongo, 2001:14), 


 


Six offenders stressed evil thought, bad spirit and revenge as some of the that 


causes crime and that evil thoughts are harmful to the community or society, 


mentioning also that the spirit of revenge is the main cause of crime.  They also said 


that an unforgiving heart causes lot of harm to others (Barr, 2005:13). 


Eleven offenders pointed out drug and alcohol abuse as the most contributing factors 


to crime problems.  The use of drugs usually causes people to develop an 


aggressive and irresponsible behaviour (Watson, 2005:17). 


Two offenders suggested isolation, rejection and stress as the other cause of 


criminal behavior. Isolation and rejection make them feel unwanted or unworthy 


useless members of society, a feeling which results in them resorting to the life of 


crime.  One offender mentioned pressure from friends as a contributing factor to life 


of crime.  The last two offenders pointed out a desire to get rich quick as the other 


cause of crime. 


 


4.2.11 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BEING SPIRITUAL AND NON-SPIRITUAL 
 
Thirty nine offenders agreed that they know the difference, whereas one prisoners 


do not know the difference.  Three offenders were undecided. 


 
SPIRITUALITY FROM OFFENDERS’ POINT OF VIEW 


 
Eight offenders mentioned prayer, worship and church service as a sign of spirituality 


or being spiritual.  In their opinions prayer, which is a channel of communication with 


God, is an effective form of spirituality.  Prayer connects people with divine power 


whereas worship is a form of honouring and exalting the Creator.  It is also a symbol 


of humility and submission to the will of God (Meyer, 2004:13) 
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Three prisoners mentioned blessings to God and community as a symbol of 


spirituality.  Blessings only come to those who please God or accomplish Gods will. 


Four offenders spoke about connection to godliness and holiness as part of 


spirituality.  Godliness and holiness symbolizes the presence of God in people’s 


lives.  Two offenders pointed out goodness and truth as part of spirituality.  A 


spiritual person must reflect goodness and truth because such a person is the pillar 


of spiritual life. (Baxter, 2006:19) 


 


Five offenders mentioned belief in God or faith as a sign of being spiritual.  Faith is a 


sign or reflection of trust in God.  It shows complete dependence in God without 


doubt or fears. 


Two guys pointed out to be controlled by the spirit of God as reflection of being 


spiritual or spirituality.  One offender spoke about being patient, loving and 


trustworthy as a sign of spirituality. Being patient means having a heart of caring and 


accommodating different types of people without discrimination or hatred. 


To be loving means to love unconditional. 


Trustworthy has to do with honesty transparency and faithfulness.  Another prisoner 


suggested being cool, calm and organized as important signs of spirituality. 


 


NON – SPIRITUALITY FROM PRISONERS POINT OF VIEW 
 
Eight offenders mentioned that people who are not prayerful, non – worshippers and 


those who do not attend church services are non – spiritual. 


Three of them pointed out curse, pain and hatred as a sign of non-spirituality. 


− Curse has to with God’s anger and bad luck which happen always to non-


spiritual people. 


− Pain is a reflection of something harmful or unwanted like accident, violence, 


and sicknesses. 


− Hatred has to do with jealousy, greed and selfishness. 


 


Three offenders mentioned ungodliness and unholiness as a symbol of non-


spirituality. 
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Ungodliness is the opposite of Godliness 


Ungodliness is a symbol of darkness 


Unholiness is also the opposite of holiness 


Unholiness is a symbol of impurity or sinful acts (Jakes, 2007:14) 


 


Two offenders pointed evil and lies as symbols of non-spirituality.  Evil is the 


opposite of good and the truth. 


Five prisoners mentioned non-believers as non-spiritual, those who do not believe in 


God. 


Two mentioned being controlled by evil spirit and earthly desire as a symbol of non-


spirituality. 


− Control by evil spirit means somebody who is destructive for example 


committing murder, theft and other criminal behaviour. 


− Earthly desire means to be controlled by the flesh which include the love of 


money and get rich quick mentality. 


 


Two offenders pointed out lack of respect and hatred as a sign of non-spirituality. 


One offender mentioned being violent, destructive and hating the truth as a symbol 


of non-spirituality. 


 


4.2.12 HOW THEY BECAME PRISONERS-CRIMES COMMITTED 
 
One committed robbery 


Three offenders were arrested for armed robbery 


Four were convicted for shoplifting 


Five were charged for murder 


Three were convicted for assault 


Seven were convicted for theft 


Four were charged for rape 


One was convicted for killing many people 


One was offender was charged for housebreaking 


Two were charged for parole violation 


Two were charged for fraud 
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One was charged for violating protection order 


Two were charged for car hijackings 


One was charged for dagga smuggling 


Three were charged for attempted murder. 


 


4.2.13  BEING SORRY FOR THEIR ACTIONS 
 
Thirty nine offenders responded yes, that they regretted and that they were sorry for 


the crime they committed. 


Four offenders responded that they did not regret and were not sorry for what they 


did. 


4.2.14  REGRETTING CRIME. 
 
Five offenders mentioned they were ready to ask for forgiveness from their victims.  


One offenders mentioned he want to make peace with the family of the victim of 


crime he committed. 


Three prisoners said they wanted to change if given the second chance. 


Two prisoners were sorry because crime ruined their lives and cost them their jobs 


and freedom. 


Three others said their family members were practically starving and experiencing 


other problems because of the crime they committed. 


Twelve offenders mentioned that they regretted what they did.  Three other offenders 


said that they lost their families. 


Two offenders mentioned that they have since learned that a peaceful solution is 


better than violence or conflict. 


Four offenders regretted because they were suffering in prison and that they have 


wasted their time by engaging in criminal behaviour. 


One offender mentioned that he felt bad about what he did to himself.   To the 


question that given the chance would they have turned out differently, they 


responded in the following manner. 


 
Forty offenders responded, “Yes”, they would have turned out differently. 


Three offenders responded “No.”  
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4.2.15 WHAT ARE THEY GOING TO CHANGE IN THEIR LIVES? 
 
Five offenders said they have learnt to control their feelings, not to be controlled by 


anger.  Five prisoners mentioned that they needed to change to be better persons, 


they wanted their family to be proud of them. 


Two offenders want to be honest and develop good morals.  Two offenders said they 


will no longer take the law in their own hands or to revenge. 


Three mentioned that they will be loyal to their families and employers whereas one 


prisoner needed spiritual counseling. 


Two offenders want to dedicate their lives in helping the poor, and the other two want 


to earn respect from the community by doing good. 


Three prisoners mentioned that if give a second change they want to start a 


relationship with God. 


Three other offenders displayed the desire to attend church services and Bible study.  


Two mentioned that if given a second chance they will be in the frontline to help fight 


crime. 


One mentioned she would not have divorced her husband. 


Four offenders raised the issue of starting an honest and straight business.  One  


learnt that drug smuggling is not the only source of income. (Handy, 2002:16).  Do 


they think that spirituality can make things better for them?  To this question, forty 


prisoners agreed that spirituality can make things better for them. 


Two prisoners disagreed and only one was undecided. 


 


If there is going to be change, explain why spirituality can make things better. To this 


question, sixteen offenders viewed spirituality as the right way to change and to give 


one a better future.  One offender said spirituality can help him to move away from 


crime and correct past mistakes.  Two said God will help them to start a new life.  


The other one mentioned spirituality as the only means to bring hope and patience.  


The other offender pointed out that spirituality as the only source to help him change 


attitude and do good to others and his family.  Three prisoners mentioned that 


everything was possible with God.  According to two offenders, spirituality gives 


peace of mind and hope for the future.  One prisoner mentioned that serving God 


brings blessings in life, and still one said with God he can survive any challenge.  
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Two offenders mentioned their willingness to try.  One said spirituality can help him 


to be accepted by the community (Hinn, 2004:17). 


Jesus proved that condemnation only leads to death, but conviction delivers them to 


a new life free from crime. Their conscience is given to them by God to keep them 


out of trouble. The Holy Ghost works to enlighten their awareness of what  they are 


doing that leads to death and what they need to do to enjoy the abundant life. 


Spirituality tenderize prisoners conscience to be sensitive to God’s correction .God 


wants to work in each of their lives until they are motivated by a kind heart that 


reflects his presence. Growing in the knowledge of the standards and guidelines that 


God has established makes them good citizens and a blessing to the community 


(Meyer, 2004:16). 


   


4.2.16 THE QUESTION’S MAIN AIM WAS TO FIND OUT IF EVER THOSE 
OFFENDERS EVER ATTENDED CHURCH OR SPIRITUAL SERVICE 


 
Thirty-eight offenders responded in the affirmative, whereas five prisoners 


responded in the negative. 


 


REASON ON EXPLANATION FOR ATTENDING CHURCH SERVICES 
 


Two offenders attended church service when during funeral services, whereas 


fourteen prisoners mentioned that they were regular church goers.  Six offenders 


said they used to attend church services sometimes.  One individual  mentioned that 


he was a pastor, six prisoners said previously they used to attend, but decided to 


stop at some point.  Two of them pointed out that they attended church services in 


prison and they got baptized. 


 


4.2.17 DO YOU THINK SPIRITUAL COUNSELING IS IMPORTANT IN 
TRANSFORMING THE MINDSET OF PRISONERS? 


 
Thirty nine offenders responded in the affirmative, and two responded in the 


negative. The last two offenders were undecided. 


The last two offenders were undecided. 
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WHY THEY SEE SPIRITUAL COUNSELING AS AN EFFECTIVE WEAPON? 
 
One prisoner mentioned that in spirituality God is in full control to help them, where 


as three of them pointed out that faith was an important tool in changing their 


thinking or mindset.  Three offenders said the Bible can help them change their life 


for good.  Five prisoners mentioned that spiritual counseling help them to see things 


in new ways and to differentiate between right and wrong.  One guy pointed out that 


spirituality as a tool that helps them to confess their sins, whereas one female 


mentioned spiritual counseling was a cornerstone of total change of heart and soul.  


Two prisoners praised prayer and worship as  effective tools to connect them with 


God.  Two more prisoners pointed spirituality as the only source of hope and positive 


thinking.  One female offender said spirituality helps people to have respect and 


value others.  Six offenders mentioned spirituality as an effective tool in encouraging 


peace.  Two others saw spirituality as a tool that teaches them to revenge bad with 


good or hatred with love.  The last four prisoners said spirituality helps them to 


understand themselves (Torres, 2007:14) 


Spiritual teachings  have the power to give prisoners tender conscience capable of 


being sensitive to God and fellow human beings. Criminal activities fill prisoners with 


hopelessness and futility, Spirituality gives them hope, peace and restoration of new 


life in God .When God works in prisoners’ lives, He condemns Crime, but never 


condemns criminals or offenders. His Word demonstrates love for prison inmates 


and nurtures and encourages them to comes up out of that crime and press on. God 


condemns crime, but he gives mercy to offenders. Spiritual teachings transform 


offenders’ lives through Holy Spirit who in turn teaches, comforts and leads them to 


God’s plan for their lives. Spiritual counseling repairs the damage caused by crime in 


their lives. God continues to help them to break the yoke of crime bondage over 


them. God’s conviction will lead them to believe him for deliverance from many 


habits of a bad attitude and from speaking negative words. Through their conscience 


the Holy Spirit lets them know if they are doing something wrong that grieves him. 


Spiritual counseling convicts and convinces them, but he never condemns them. 


God’s words say in I Corinthians 1 that he uses the weak and foolish things of the 


world to confound the wise.  In other words God can use prisoners to proclaim the 


gospel of the kingdom of God (Meyer, 2004:13) 
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4.2.18  IN PRISONER’S OPINIONS, WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF CRIME 
 
Three male offenders mentioned jealousy and selfishness.  Five prisoners pointed 


out anger, aggression and impatience as the cause of crime, whereas three 


offenders spoke about lack of Godly consciousness.  One person mentioned 


uncontrolled feelings as the other cause of crime.  Twenty- two offenders pointed out 


poverty, unemployment and financial problems as the main cause of crime.  Six 


others mentioned the other cause of crime to be drugs and alcohol abuse.  One last 


offender mentioned lack of good morals as  other causes of crime (Meyer 2004:10). 


 


Two prisoners stated that rejection, stress and depression as the other causes of 


crime.  Six female prisoners mentioned unforgiveness, peer pressure, high food 


prices, inequality and lack of education as the other cause of crime. 


 


4.2.19 ARE SPIRITUAL PEOPLE LESS INVOLVED IN CRIME THAN NON-
 SPIRITUAL PEOPLE? 


 
Thirty eight prisoners responded “yes,” which means they agreed with the fact that 


spiritual people are less involved in crime than non-spiritual.  Four offenders 


disagreed that spiritual people are less involved in crime than non-spiritual.  One 


prisoner was undecided. 


 


WHY SPIRITUAL PEOPLE ARE LESS INVOLVED IN CRIME? 
 
Three offenders said they were less involved in crime because God guides and show 


them the way.  Five others mentioned belief in and fear of God as the other factor.  


Three offenders also mentioned obedience to God’s commandment.  Four offenders 


spoke of spiritual people as agents of peace and harmony.  Four others pointed out 


godly consciousness and prayer as tools that equip them to do good.  The last nine 


offenders mentioned Spirit of God that teaches them to love and knowing right from 


wrong as that which encourages them to refrain from crime (Dollar, 2007:4) 
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WHY NON – SPIRITUAL PEOPLE ARE MORE INVOLVED IN CRIME? 
 
One offender mentioned that they are more involve in crime because they are led by 


the evil spirit.  Evil spirit is destructive and harmful.  One other offender pointed out 


rejection and lack of love as the main cause of criminal behavior.  Four prisoners 


spoke about selfishness and accomplishment of own will.  Two female prisons 


mentioned that people hide under umbrella of Christianity. 


Spiritual people’s Conscience is subjected to God’s direction and will. God always 


call them to a higher level and a better life. They are cleansed from unrighteousness 


and ungodliness. Their spirit man within is designed for communion with God. Their 


conscience works like an inward monitor that beeps when they steps out of line. 


Because they acknowledge God in all their ways, he always direct their path. Their 


Conscience corrects and reprimands them to make them uneasy anytime they fall 


short of the glory of God. Spiritual people always remain sensitive to God’s truth. 


Their feelings are led by the spirit of God which helps them to straighten out their 


attitude. Seeking God for answers in their lives is a developed skill, and witnessing 


his involvement leads to a fruitful lifestyle (Osteen 2007:10). 


Non-spiritual people give in to a selfish attitude their lives are filled with dense 


darkness because they have not heeded the voice of conscience. The conscience 


was meant to guide them but they can no longer see the right way to go because 


they have snuffed out the little bit of light that they were given. They have thoughts 


filled with darkness and heaviness. There is no light on their path to the future. With 


a dark conscience they don’t like themselves, or anybody else. Nothing seems to 


work out for them and it is all a result of not obeying God .To them money can buy a 


permanent ticket to happiness. They do not have empathy and forgiving spirit. They 


enjoy inflicting pain and sorrow to others (Seilgman, 1993:7). 


 


Long lasting abuse caused them to harden their heart Emotional pain in their lives 


leads them to more crime. They are hard-hearted having the spirit of hatred and 


revenge. Unforgiveness, bitterness, resentment, or offense of any kind have 


rendered  them unable to hear from God. Unforgiveness, have hardens their heart 


and prevented them from being sensitive to God’s leading in their life (Osteen, 


2007:24).     
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4.3 SUMMARY 


 
The main aim of the above research was to test prisoners opinion as to whether they 


recognized spiritual counseling as an effective weapon in the fight against crime. 


 


 The majority of prisoners agreed that spirituality can help them to refrain from 


aggressive behavior. 


 The majority of them agreed that spiritual counseling can be an effective tool 


to help refrain from the use of drugs. 


 The majority of offenders agreed that spirituality can help them not to think 


about violence and weapons 


 The majority of them expressed that they regretted committing crime. 


 The majority of offenders agreed that spirituality can make things better for 


them. 


 The majority of offenders agreed that spiritual counseling was important in 


transforming the mindset of prisoners. 


 The majority of them agreed that spiritual people are less involved in crime 


than non – spiritual people. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 


EFFECTIVENESS AND RESULTS OF SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The above mentioned phase of research questions was focusing on prisoners who 


attended religious programmes offered by New Life Behavior Ministry in order to 


determine the effectiveness of spiritual counseling in the rehabilitation or 


transformation of a criminal mindset. 


 


SECTION A 
 


5.1.1 GENDER 
 
The research questionnaire was conducted among 23 Male offenders and 21 female 


offenders.  Total number of participants was 44 offenders.  In terms of percentage 


male prisoners was 52.3% and female prisoners was 47.7% 


 


 


5.1.2 AGE GROUP 
 
Age group of prisoners participated in the research interviews were the following: 


 


10 – 20 years old were six offenders who made 13.6% 


21 – 30 years old were sixteen offenders who made 36.4% 


31 – 40 years old were fourteen offenders who made 31.8% 


41 – 50 years old were eight offenders who made 18.2% 


 


5.1.3 PRISONS CONTRIBUTED TO THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 
 


Twenty three offenders were from Polokwane Correctional Centre 


Twenty three offenders were from Nylstroom Correctional Centre 
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5.1.4 EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF PARTICIPANTS 
 
Two offenders passed grade five 


Two offenders passed grade seven 


Four offenders passed grade eight 


Three offenders passed grade nine 


Ten offenders passed grade ten 


Thirteen offenders passed grade twelve 


Only two offenders passed diploma course 


Only two offenders have degrees 


 


5.1.5 TYPES OF CRIME COMMITTED BY THE OFFENDERS 
 
Four offenders were sentenced for attempted murder which made 9.1% 


Four prisoners were sentenced for robbery, which made 9.1% 


Four offenders were sentenced for assault, which made 9.1% 


Nine offenders were sentenced for fraud, which made 20.5% 


Five offenders were sentenced for murder, which made 11.4% 


Five offenders were sentenced for house breaking, which made 11.4% 


Eight offenders were sentenced for theft and shoplifting, which made 18.2% 


Thee offenders were sentenced for rape, which made 6.8% 


One offender was sentenced for drug dealing, which made 2.3% 


 


5.1.6 RACE GROUP OF OFFENDERS 
 
Thirty eight prisoners who participated in the research were Africans / Blacks 


Four prisoners White.  


Two prisoners were Coloured. 


 


5.1.7 DENOMINATIONS OF OFFENDERS 
 
Twenty two offenders were non – Christians. 


Three offenders were Christians. 


Four offenders were Zion Christian Church members. 
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Five prisoners were from African Independent Church members. 


Four prisoners were from the Roman Catholic Church. 


Five prisoners were from Mainline Churches 


 
SECTION B 


 
5.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRES 


 
5.2.1 HAVE RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME HELPED THEM TO REFRAIN FROM 


AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR? 
 
Thirty-three offenders responded “yes,” which means they agreed that spiritual 


counseling helped them to refrain from aggressive behavior. Eight offender 


disagreed with the fact that spiritual programme helped them to refrain from 


aggressive behaviour. 


Three prisoners were undecided. 


 


THOSE WHO RESPONDED POSITIVELY TO RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME 
CONCERNING AGGRESSION. 


 
One offender mentioned that spirituality helped him because of a changed heart. 


Six offenders pointed out that they had developed good morals. Three prisoners said 


the spiritual programme helped them to control anger. 


Three offenders learned respect from the spiritual programme 


Twelve offenders said as a result of attending spiritual teachings they have 


developed a godly character and they feel a willingness to change. 


Ten offenders mentioned that they had developed good behaviour as a result of 


spiritual teachings (Watson, 2005:14) 


 


THOSE WHO RESPONDED NEGATIVELY 
 
Only one offender said nobody cared about his feelings, that is why he would not 


refrain from aggressive behaviour. 
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5.2.2 HAS THE RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME HELPED THEM TO STOP USING 


DRUGS? 
 
Twenty-seven offenders responded agreed that religious programme helped them to 


stop using drugs.  Three prisoners responded  in the negative.  Fourteen offenders 


were undecided. 


 


WHY DID THEY STOP USING DRUGS? 
 
One prisoner said drugs destroy life whereas three offenders pointed that drugs do 


destroy a person’s future..  Three prisoners saw drugs as the source of damaging 


the mindset of young people.  Four prisoners pointed out lack of self-control as 


resulting from drug use.  One prisoner mentioned that he stopped using drugs 


because he respected his body.  One offender spoke of dependence on God than 


drugs as a better solution.   Lastly one offenders saw the use of drugs as a waste of 


money. 


 


THOSE WHO REFUSED TO STOP DRUGS 
 
One offender said he felt better when he used drugs and another said that he could 


not stop using drugs.   


 
5.2.3 WHAT CHANGES OFFENDERS EXPERIENCED CONCERNING 


VIOLENCE AND USE OF WEAPONS? 
 
Eight offenders mentioned that after attending the spiritual programme they have 


learnt to depend on God rather than on violence or weapons. 


Three prisoners saw violence and weapons as  options that cause destruction of life.  


Six prisoners learnt that there is no benefit in resorting to violence and use of 


weapons.  Three offenders pointed out that they have learnt that communication is 


more important than violence. 
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5.2.4 SPIRITUALITY AN EFFECTIVE WEAPON TO DEFEAT CRIME 


 
Thirty prisoners agreed that spirituality is an effective weapon in the fight against 


crime, whereas five offenders disagreed with the fact that spirituality can play a vital 


role in fighting crime.  Nine prisoners were undecided. 


 


THOSE WHO REGARD SPIRITUALITY AS AN EFFECTIVE WEAPON 
 
Six offenders said spirituality is the source of peace and love and where there is 


love, there is no violence.  One offender saw spirituality as an anti crime strategy. 


Two offenders mentioned spirituality as the only way that helps them to control their 


feelings and build good behaviour.  Three offenders pointed spirituality as an 


effective tool to encourage forgiveness, respect and divine deliverance.  Eight 


offenders saw biblical teachings as the solution to crime problems.  Three females 


stressed obedience to God as an important force to combat crime.  Lastly, two 


offenders stated that spirituality helped them to change their mindset and start living 


life free from crime (Lowery, 2004:10). 


 


THOSE WHO REJECTED SPIRITUALITY AS AN EFFECTIVE WEAPON 
 
In fighting crime, five offenders mentioned that community member can win the 


battle against crime using community policing forums.  In their opinion if people 


stopped drug and alcohol abuse the crime rate would go down.  They said spirituality 


cannot solve the problem because religious leaders are also involved in crime. 


 


5.2.5 CAN SPIRITUALITY BUILD COMMUNITIES OF A  PEACEFUL NATION? 
 
Forty offenders responded “yes,” which means they agreed that spirituality can build 


a peaceful nation.  Two offenders were undecided. 
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WHY IS SPIRITUALITY A SOURCE OF PEACE? 


 
Ten prisoners stressed the fact that spirituality helped people to have a good attitude 


and build a godly character.  Four offenders mentioned Bible study as an effective 


weapon to encourage a peaceful life.  Seven prisoners pointed out character change 


as resulting from spiritual teachings and the only way to build a peaceful nation.  Ten 


offenders clearly pointed out spirituality as the source of peace, because spiritual 


teachings helps people to be merciful, have forgiveness and to live life of love, 


happiness and harmony.  Four offenders mentioned that unity, prosperity and peace 


comes from God.  Lastly, two prisoners stated that spirituality always brings peace 


because is against crime and use of drugs.  Most violent people act under the 


influence of drugs (Meyer, 2004:7) 


 


5.2.6 MAKING  PEACE WITH GOD AND VICTIMS OF CRIME? 
 
Forty prisoners responded ‘yes’ whereas two were undecided. 


 


WHY PEACE WITH GOD AND VICTIMS OF CRIME? 
 
Twenty seven offenders showed the need to ask for forgiveness from the people 


they have offended and their families.  One offender mentioned that making peace 


with them will bring future happiness whereas the other one said that will help him to 


deal with the situation.  Three offenders viewed making peace with God as the only 


way to building good consciousness and peace of mind.  Three female prisoners 


mentioned that making peace with God and people would be a good opportunity of 


confessing their sins and God would give them a second chance.  Five offenders 


pointed out that they wanted to make peace with God because they regretted for 


what they did.  One female offender stressed making peace with God and the victims 


of crime as reflection of God’s love (Barr, 2005:13) 
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5.2.7 HAS SPIRITUALITY CHANGED THEIR LIFE FOR  THE BETTER? 


 
Forty offenders agreed that spirituality changed their life for the better.  Three 


individuals were undecided. 


 


HOW SPIRITUALITY CHANGED THEIR LIFE FOR THE BETTER 
 
Four offenders said they have learned to have peace with oneself.  Seven offenders 


mentioned that spiritual teaching gave them hope for the future.  Twelve prisoners 


stated that spiritual teachings helped them to build good behavior.  Nine females 


pointed out that they have learned to have empathy, love others and positive 


thinking.  Seven prisoners made it clear that they are willing to change from bad to 


good life. 


 


5.2.8 DO THEY THINK SPIRITUALITY GAVE THEM HOPE? 
 
Forty offenders agreed that spirituality gave them hope to face the future.  Three 


offenders were undecided. 


WHY SPIRITUALITY GAVE THEM HOPE AND STRENGHT TO FACE THE 
FUTURE 


 
Twenty nine offenders pointed out that spirituality gave them courage and faith.  Nine 


female prisoners said spirituality helped them to build positive thinking and trust in 


God.  Two offenders mentioned that it helped them to take responsibility and it also 


afforded them time for healing and forgiveness. 


 


5.2.9 WHAT POSITIVE CHANGES SPIRITUAL PROGRAMME BROUGHT IN 
THEIR LIVES? 


 
They have developed positive thinking and a new life style free from crime. 


Ten prisoners mentioned that they have learned to be polite, patient and peaceful. 


Four offenders said from now on they will focus on building the future and do good to 


others. 
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Seven offenders pointed out that life is full of hope, love and prayer.  Four offenders 


after attending the spiritual programme are motivated to go to church, attend Bible 


study and going back to school.  Other offenders understand forgiveness and 


healing from the past pain.  Four prisoners said after attending spiritual teachings 


they now respect people’s lives and have good morals.  Six offenders stated that 


after attending the programme, they were inspired to serve the poor and defend the 


weak and children.  Three female prisoners promised to be responsible, and have  


good communication and humility.  Spiritual teachings produced trust in God in many 


offenders hearts (Adams, 2002:17) 


 


5.2.10 HAS THE SPIRITUAL PROGRAMME HELPED THEM TO BE PEACEFUL? 
 
Thirty nine offenders agreed that the program me helped them to be peaceful. 


Five offenders disagreed that they have peace in their lives. 


 


HOW THE SPIRITUAL PROGRAMME HELPED THEM TO BE PEACEFUL 
 
Five prisoners said they can now sleep well at night. 


Sixteen offenders mentioned that they have forgiven themselves and now they have 


inner peace. 


Five offenders mentioned that they have developed good methods of 


communications, self-confidence and good behaviour including clear consciousness. 


Five offenders stated that they now live a life full of hope, prayer, faith and 


forgiveness. 


 


Those who disagreed mentioned the fact that they are still struggling to experience 


peace.  They also stated that they need forgiveness from their victims’ families. 
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5.2.11  IS THERE A LINK BETWEEN SPIRITUALITY AND CRIME REDUCTION? 
 
All of them agreed there was  a link. Three offenders stated that the more people 


become religious, the less the crime. Two prisoners acknowledged that crime is a 


spiritual problem. Seventeen offenders mentioned that spiritual laws are against 


crime.  Six offenders pointed out that understanding the Word of God, obedience to 


spiritual law and spiritual maturity is the only way to build communities free from 


crime.  Four female offenders stated that spirituality helps people to differentiate 


between good and bad.  Lastly, eight offenders pointed out righteousness, change of 


human heart, peace, love and happiness as powerful, pillars to destroy the demonic 


spirit of crime (Benson, 2006:4) 


 


 
5.2.12 CAN SPIRITUALITY HELP THEM TO RE-INTEGRATE BACK INTO 


SOCIETY? 
 
Thirty-three offenders agreed, whereas two disagreed and nine offenders were 


undecided. 


 


OFFENDERS WHO AGREED TO RE-INTEGRATE USING THE ARGUMENT OF 
SPIRITUALITY 


 
Three offenders stated that it would be easier for them to re-integrate because 


spirituality taught them humanity and respect.  Seven offenders mentioned good 


behaviour and new personality which they learned from the spiritual programme as 


the one to enable them to re-integrate back into society.  Six female offenders 


stressed that socializing, love for the community, which they were taught from 


spiritual teachings, would help them to regain trust from the community.  Eight others 


mentioned making peace with the community and positive self-attitude.  Lastly four 


offenders said treating others with humanity, repentance and sharing the Gospel 


would enable them to re-integrate back into the community (Baxter, 2006:9). 
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RE-INTEGRATION 
 
Two offenders mentioned that they are not ready to re-integrate because people are 


judgmental and lack the spirit of forgiveness. 


Eight offenders pointed out that they need the community to give them a second 


chance. 


Two of them mentioned that it is not easy to re-integrate. 


 


5.2.13 THE RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME AND FORGIVENESS 
 
Forty-one prisoners agreed that the spiritual programme helped them to understand 


forgiveness, while two offenders disagreed and only one of them was undecided. 


 


FORGIVENESS BY OFFENDERS WHO AGREED 
 
Four prisoners mentioned that forgiveness lifted burdens off their shoulders, bringing 


harmony and peace.  Eight offenders saw forgiveness as the only source of healing 


their souls while five males pointed out that forgiving oneself as the beginning of 


deliverance and freedom from the bondage of crime.   Eighteen prisoners viewed 


forgiveness as the way to a new beginning or newness of life.  Sixteen offenders 


mentioned forgiveness as the only way to total confession (White, 2006:16) 


 


THOSE OFFENDERS WHO DISAGREED 
 
Only four prisoners did not ask for forgiveness.   They said it was not easy to forgive, 


but they hope it would work in the future. 


 


5.2.14  RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME AND HONESTY 
 
Forty prison inmates agreed that spirituality helped them to understand honesty, 


while two offenders disagreed and the other two were undecided.  Four prisoners 


said lies destroys and hurt people while the other four mentioned that God cannot be 


cheated.  Eleven offenders believe that honesty benefit oneself and the community.  


They further viewed honesty as a sign of wisdom.  Ten male prisoners pointed out 
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that honesty had helped them to accept their mistakes and that the truth would set 


them free.  They also regarded honesty as the way to free their conscience.  The 


other three offenders promised not to commit crime again and said that they would 


start to please God and follow His Commandments. Only three prisoners were 


negative to honesty.  They mentioned that they were not honest by nature. 


 


5.2.15 RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME AND PERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITY? 
 
Forty three offenders agreed that spirituality helped them to understand personal 


accountability while only one offender disagreed. 


 


EXPLANATION OF ACCOUNTABILITY BY OFFENDERS 
 
Forty offenders said they have learnt to be responsible for their actions.  In their 


opinion the spiritual programme helped them to be led by the Spirit of God in their 


lives.  They will no longer hide behind excuses or blame others for their  actions.  In 


other words, religious programme helped them to be responsible, law abiding and 


good citizens. 


 
5.2.16 RELIGIOUS SERVICES AND CRIME 


 
Forty prisoners agreed that attending the spiritual programme helped them to be less 


likely to be involved in crime, while only four offenders disagreed. 


 


WHY THEY ARE LESS LIKELY TO BE INVOLVED IN CRIME 
 
Twenty one offenders mentioned the fact that crime does not pay.  Nine prisoners 


pointed out the fact that they wanted to be better people and build a good 


relationship with God.  Four others stated that they will be involved in Church 


activities not crime and that they will also respect other people’s lives and property.  


Six offenders said they cannot involve themselves in crime because it ruins future 


and that the Spirit of God has changed their lives (Dollar, 2007:13). 
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5.2.17 RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME AND EMPATHY 
 
Forty two offenders agreed that the religious programme helped them to have 


empathy, while only two disagreed. 


 


WHAT EMPATHY MEANS TO OFFENDERS 
 
Nine offenders mentioned that they have learnt to treat others with dignity, to be 


peacemaker and to live in harmony with others. 


Twenty-one prisoners said empathy meant  to respect other people’s feelings, to 


have mercy on others as God has mercy on them.  They also spoke about good 


behaviour.  Lastly, eleven offenders stated clearly that attending the religious 


program helped them to love others unconditionally, to respect the lives of others 


and they promised to continue living a selfless life.  Empathy is a sign of humanity, 


love and care for others.  Spiritual teachings helps to build a good heart, and  makes 


one fear doing crime (Hinn, 2004:10). 


 


 
5.2.18 RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME AND REINTERGRATION INTO THE 


COMMUNITY 
 
Thirty three offenders agreed, while five disagreed and six offenders were 


undecided. 


 


THOSE WHO AGREED TO ADAPT EASILY TO THE COMMUNITY 
 
Eleven offenders stated that they would not give up and that they were changed 


people.  The other five prisoners mentioned that after attending the religious 


programme, they have learnt to socialise, respect others and forgive the past, self 


and others.  Sixteen offenders stated that the community must see them as better 


persons.  They expressed their willingness to change. 
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THOSE WHO DISAGREED WITH ADAPTATION BACK TO COMMUNITY 


 
They were only twelve offenders.  They said they could not adapt back to the 


community because the community cannot forgive and forget.  They also expressed 


the fact that community has also stigmatized them.  


 
5.2.19 RELIGIOUS PROGRAMME AND CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES 


 
All offenders agreed that spiritual programme has helped them to refrain from 


criminal activities because of the following reasons namely: 


 


 They said they now know right and wrong 


 They are changed persons 


 They have learnt that crime is not a solution 


 They have learnt to practise good morals and behaviour 


 They want to use the second chance profitably 


 They want to please God 


 They want to walk in the new life of serving God 


 They cannot commit crime again because life in prison is bad, but doing good 


is the only way to permanent joy. 


 


5.3 SUMMARY 
 
The effect of spiritual counseling in the fight against crime proved to be an effective 


weapon according to the findings. 


 


The majority of the prisoners agreed that spiritual counseling helped them in a 


number of areas: 


 Aggressive behaviour / violent behavior 


 To stop drug use (drug use is regarded as one of the driving force in criminal 


activities) 


 They  no longer  would engage themselves in violence and use of weapons. 
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 The majority agreed that spiritual counseling was an effective weapon in 


fighting crime. 


 They agreed that spirituality can build a community of peaceful nation. 


 After attending the religious programme the majority of offenders were ready 


to make peace with God and their victims.  


 The majority of the prisoners agreed that spiritual counseling had changed 


their life for the better. 


 They agreed that spiritual counseling gave them hope and strength to face the 


future. 


 The majority of the prisoners agreed that spirituality brought about positive 


changes in their life. 


 The majority of them agreed that spirituality helped them to be peaceful. 


 The majority of prisoners agreed that there was a link between spirituality and 


crime reduction. 


 The majority of them recognized that spirituality can help them to re-integrate 


back into society. 


 They agreed that the spiritual programme helped them to understand 


forgiveness. 


 The majority of prisoners agreed that spiritual programme helped them better 


understand honesty. 


 The majority of them agreed that the spiritual programme helped them to 


better understand personal accountability. 


 The majority of those who attended the religious programme agreed that they 


were much less likely to be involved in crime. 


 The majority agreed that spiritual programme helped them to obtain a greater 


sense of empathy towards others. 


 The majority of the offenders agreed that spiritual programme would help 


them to adapt more easily in the community after being released. 


 The majority of the prisoners agreed that the programme would help them to 


refrain from criminal activities. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 


CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter covers the conclusions and the recommendations of the research 


conducted in determining the effect of spiritual counseling in the rehabilitation and 


correction of offenders.  This chapter summarises the views of the respondents with 


the intention of determining whether the established research objectives have been 


achieved.  It will also give an overview of the aim of the study, answering the 


research questions and addressing the research hypotheses. 


 


6.2 CONCLUSION 
 


6.2.1 THE POWER OF SPIRITUAL COUNSELING AS MEASURED AGAINST 
PRISON REHABILITATION OF OFFENDERS. 


 
Based on the information collected from the respondents, it is confirmed that 


spirituality builds confidence and hope to the offenders.  There is a difference 


between a spiritual and non-spiritual rehabilitation.  In a spiritual rehabilitation God is 


in full control to change and transform the mindset of offenders.  Spirituality has to do 


with an invitation from God to individual to co-labour with Him in the fulfillment of His 


purpose and plan.  Along with this spiritual rehabilitation comes an enablement or 


equipping for God’s task.  God never fails to change or transform those He calls 


through His word (Armstrong, 1997:14). 


Spiritual counseling builds hope and restoration of relationship with God among 


prisoners.  Spiritual teachings remind prison inmates to get rid of that defeated mind-


set, to know that they are children of the most high God.  Through spiritual teachings 


prisoners start to know that God has breathed His life into them.  He planted seeds 
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of greatness in them.  They have everything they need to fulfill their God–given 


destiny.  God has already put in them talent, creativity the discipline, wisdom and 


determination.  The Bible helps prisoners to realize their potential.  Spiritual 


counseling helps them to make better use of the gifts and talents that God has given 


them (Jakes, 2007:16). 


 


Spiritual Counselling teaches prisoners that they have a valuable treasure on the 


inside.  They have a gift.  They have something to offer that nobody else has.  The 


Holy Scriptures help to remind prison inmates that they did not just show up on 


planet earth by accident.  They were handpicked by Almighty God.  He saw them 


before they were formed in their mother’s womb and placed them on earth for a 


purpose.  Through spiritual counseling, prisoners start to understand that they were 


not born to be a curse or criminal, they were created by God to be a blessing.  They 


have an assignment.  There is something that God wants them to accomplish.  


Spirituality opens their eyes to see that God loves them.  They still have a chance to 


change and do good (Armstrong, 1999:14) 


 


Spiritual teachings help to build positive thinking among prisoners.  They start to 


realize  that they are God’s chosen and special people.  Prisoners encounter God 


through spiritual teachings and prayers help them to give birth to the dreams and 


desires that God places in their hearts.  God has deposited a part of himself in them.  


Spirituality teaches prisoners that they have the seed of Almighty God on the inside 


of them, they were created to excel in doing good.  As a result of spiritual counseling, 


their hearts and minds experience transformation, spiritual counseling, helps them to 


believe that they have gifts, a treasure on the inside.  It builds new hope, new 


beginning and confidence among offenders.  Spirituality helps them to understand 


their God given potential (Armstrong, 2001:19). 


 


The events of their past do not reduce their potential.  Maybe some of prisoners 


have been through some disappointments or have had some unfair things happen to 


them.  None of that affects their potential.  When they believe, they take a step of 


faith and stretch themselves, that’s when they start to tap into it. That’s when they 


will rise higher.  Spiritual Counseling helps offenders or prisoners to break free from 


their feeling of guilt and self imposed limitations and start stretching to the next level.  
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Negative thoughts and words may haunt or hinder their progress in pressing forward.  


Spirituality encourages prisoners to change their mindset from negative thinking to 


positive thinking. 


 


Spirituality reminds prisoners of their value, their gift and talents that Almighty God 


has put in them.  Spiritual counseling encourages prisoners to quit playing that old 


tune and put on a new one.  They need to be dwelling on thoughts like:  I am 


creative.  I am talented.  I am valuable.  I have a bright future.  My best days are still 


out in front of me.  Spirituality helps prisoners’ mindset to get going in a new 


direction.  Dwelling on negative thoughts about themselves will keep them from 


becoming all God has created them to be.  Spirituality help to build confidence 


among prisoners (Scott,  2004:17). 


 


Too many offenders don’t have the confidence and the self-esteem they should have 


because they are constantly dwelling on negative thoughts about themselves.  After 


spiritual teaching many prison inmates start to gain confidence and prayers helps 


them to break the spirit of low self-esteem or inferiority.  Spirituality plays a big role in 


opening their spiritual ears to listen to God’s voice.  They need to reject negative 


ideas and discover what God says about them.  When they delight themselves in 


God, He will give them the desires of their heart.  Romans 10:5  says they can do all 


things through Christ.  Everything is possible when they believe.  After attending 


spiritual teachings, Peter, a prisoner at Nylstroom had this to say “I  took that step of 


faith and God has taken me places I never dreamed of.” (Waaijman, 2006:24). 


 


God is not limited by the laws of nature.  He can do what human beings cannot in 


changing prisoners’ mindset and life – style.  As long as prisoners fix their eyes on 


God they will be delivered and become new creatures in the Lord.  Through faith in 


God many offenders managed to break crime addiction and dedicated their lives to 


serving God and others. 


 


Man prison inmates before attending spiritual teachings, were always looking back 


focused on their hurts and pains.  Other prisoners were looking down, living in self – 


pity and complaining that life is not fair.  Spirituality helps them to dream big dreams, 
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to keep a positive vision and see themselves accomplishing their goals and fulfilling 


their destiny (Jakes, 2007:44). 


 


Prison inmates must not allow rejection to keep them down or to separate them from 


the love of God.  Spiritual teachings tells them that when disappointment or rejection 


knocks them down, get back up and go again. Jjust because they have come to a 


dead end,  it does not mean they should give up.  They must find a different route 


and keep pressing forward.  Often, out of their greatest, rejection, comes their 


greatest direction.   


 


Spiritual Counseling reminds prisoners that just because somebody rejected them, 


that does not mean they should retreat and settle where they are.  That rejection did 


not change what God put on the inside of them.  It doesn’t mean they cannot be 


happy.  When one door closes, if they keep the right attitude, God will open another 


door as it is often said.  But they have to do their part and keep pressing forward.  


Too many offenders get bitter, they get angry and they start to blame God.  Instead, 


they must let that hurt to go.  Spirituality helps prisoners to trust God and move on 


with their life.  Even though people rejected them,  they can hold their head up high 


knowing this:  God accepts them, God approves me.  And he has something better 


in store (Hodge, 2001:22) 


 


Conversion into spirituality helps prisoners to join the bloodline of the great prophets 


and servants of God.  They adopt the bloodline of peace, love and newness of life.  


They adopt  supernatural strength in their bloodline. 


 


Daniel spent an entire night in a lion’s den and was not harmed.  Divine protection 


flows through prisoners bloodline as well and helps them to defeat the demonic spirit 


of crime (Scott, 1984:14). 


 


Spirituality builds prison inmates’ determination and persistence.  They also develop 


Godly character and sacrifice in their bloodline as a result of inspiration from spiritual 


teachings.  Spiritual teachings help prisoner to understand that they come from a 


bloodline of champions, that they are not ordinary; they are a thoroughbred.  It does 


not matter what their present condition looks like, they need to know that inside them 
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flows the blood of a winner against crime.  On the inside of them are seeds of 


greatness.  Prison inmates must know that on the inside of them, there is a 


champion.  They are the seed of Almighty God. 


 


Spiritual counseling encourages prisoners to quit focusing on their weaknesses and 


get a bigger vision for their life.  They must understand that God sees them already 


at the winners circle.  He has already seen them putting roses around their necks.  


The message of hope from Holy Scriptures teaches them that God has been working 


on them for a long time.  He had them planned long before they were born.  They are 


extremely valuable.  They have been destined to live in victory, destined to 


overcome, destined to leave their good mark on this generation. 


 


Spiritual Counseling remind prison inmates that “It doesn’t matter where they are 


right now.  They may have made mistakes,  they may have failed a thousand times, 


but that does not change their value in God’s eyes.  They are not here on earth by 


accident.  God has a plan and a purpose for their lives.  He has an assignment for 


them.  God has programmed prison inmates with everything they need for victory.  


That’s why every day they can say things like “They have what it takes.  They are 


more than a conqueror.  They are intelligent, talented, successful, attractive, and 


they are overcomers.”  God put all those things in their bloodline.  Their spiritual 


bloodline is more powerful than their natural bloodline. 


 


Spiritual teachings help prisoners to overcome negative elements (crime) in their 


family’s natural bloodline, but they must always remember their spiritual bloodline is 


more powerful than their natural bloodline.  They have been handpicked by Almighty 


God.  They have His royal blood flowing through their veins. Spiritual teachings help 


them to understand their value and shake off inferiority or insecurity.  The 


“champion” is already within them, just waiting to be discovered, it is in their blood. 


 


Spiritual counseling helps prisoners to understand that their value is not based on 


how somebody else has treated them or on how successful they are.  Their value is 


based solely on the fact that they are children of the most high God. 
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Many prisoners wallow in that condemnation and they go around with low self-


esteem and a sense of unworthiness.  Their attitude is, “God could never bless me  


I’ve made too many mistakes.” 


 


No, God knew people were not going to be perfect.  Spiritual counseling helps them 


to quit beating themselves up over everything they have done.  After all, they cannot 


change the past, Spirituality teaches them to say “God, I’m sorry, I repent.  Help me 


to do better next time.”  Then let it go and moved on.  If they hold on to it, they open 


the door to guilt and condemnation.  Spiritual counseling encourages prison inmates 


to believe in themselves and believe that they have something important to offer this 


world. 


 


The gospel of hope and motivation plays a big role in the rehabilitation of prisoners.  


The spiritual counseling built among prisoners a positive attitude about life.  The 


spirit of self confidence help prisoners to start a new life free from crime.  For them to 


know that God designed them for a purpose motivates them to change and do good 


towards others.  Spiritual counseling encourages prison inmates to quit being 


negative and critical towards themselves and start enjoying themselves as unique 


creations of God.  For them to know that they are valuable to God, they will start to 


do what pleases God, for example, refraining from the life of Crime (Scott, 1984:16). 


 


Spirituality encourages prisoners to know that they are victors and not a victim.  If 


they belong to Christ they are Abraham’s seed,that means their sins are forgiven.  


Spiritual counseling also helps prisoners to start a new chapter in life.  They can now 


start to enjoy God’s blessings and favour. 


 


No matter how many mistakes they have made they need to know that on the inside, 


they have the seed of Almighty God.  Their attitude should be, that they have a lot to 


overcome and that they can, fulfill their destiny.  The Holy Scripture reminds them 


that they are overcomers.  That means they will manage to overcome obstacles of 


crime.  Spiritual Counseling is an effective weapon to break the demonic spirit of 


crime.  Spiritual counseling turned many breakdowns of prisoners lives into break- 


through.  (Jakes:2007:24) 
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By tapping into God’s power prison inmates can experience radical transformation of 


mindset and lifestyle.  The Bible says. “Christ has redeemed people from the curse 


of the law”.  The curse is behind any kind of defeat, sin, crime, mistakes, wrong 


choices, fear, worry or bad attitudes.  In order to fight crime, prisoners must submit 


their thoughts, word and attitude to the right direction.  God has given everyone 


authority to defeat crime or bad attitude.  By faith in the power of God true 


rehabilitation will be realized. God has sent humanity free from sinful nature.  The 


only solution for the offender is to walkout of the bondage of crime.  God has 


loosened prisoners’ chains of addictions, of personal defeats and  bad attitudes.  The 


problem is that people are not walking out of them.  Change of attitude is the first 


step to spiritual rehabilitation.  God has already defeated enemies of crime, worry, 


depression, addiction and people have the power over all of them (Hodge, 


2007:105). 


 


God can also give powers to prison inmates to overcome the life of crime.  He also 


gave them the power to let go of the negative things of the past.  Spiritual counseling 


teaches prison inmates that they have the power to get back up again.  Their attitude 


should be “They know their chains have been removed”.  Spirituality encourage 


prisoners to learn to function in their dysfunction.  They embrace all kinds of things 


that are God’s best.  They must not be argumentative, instead be peaceful and calm.  


They learn also to be kind, to forgive, to return hatred with love.  Spirituality teaches 


them discipline, respect and love for one another.  Renewal of mind set from 


negative to positive plays a vital role in the rehabilitation program.  Often people say 


“Once a person is addicted, he cannot change from the life of crime and drug abuse, 


but God’s word says “Whom the son sets free is free indeed.”  God’s help can 


overcome any evil in people’s lives.  With God’s help prison inmates or offenders can 


break any bad habit, they can overcome any obstacle (Waaijman, 2006:55). 


 


Spiritual teaching encourages prisoners to be willing to make some changes in their 


lives.  The Old Testament prophet Joel said “Wake up the mighty men”.  Prisoners 


should be told that they are mighty men or women, and that they should not settle for 


anything less than God’s best.  They should stir up the gift. 
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Spiritual counseling encourages them to live under God’s blessing and not the curse 


of crime.  The Holy Scriptures help them to discover that Almighty God has already 


loosened the leash in their life and has given them the power to break free from 


crime. 


 
6.2.2 SUCCESS AND PROBLEMS 
 
The improved relationship between prison management and religious institutions are 


mentioned as one of the successes achieved through church – prison collaborative 


efforts, but some respondents think that true rehabilitation is measured by arrests but 


in spiritual counseling successes are measured by the following criteria namely: 


 Prayers and bible studies 


 Message of hope 


 Restoration and forgiveness 


 Changed heart 


 Good morals 


 Development of godly character 


 Making peace with God and the victims of crime 


 


There are several issues raised by the respondents as obstacles to proper 


rehabilitation.  These include, lack of support by prison management and members 


of the community including lack of funds.  But the critical need is to have full – time 


religious workers with skills and knowledge of spiritual counseling. 


 


6.2.3 RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESES 
 
The research question in this study was to determine the effectiveness of spiritual 


counseling in the rehabilitation and correction of offenders. Based on the findings of 


the study, the research questions have been answered through structured interviews 


conducted.  It was discovered that spiritual programmes played a vital role in 


changing criminals’ mindset, giving them hope and strength to face the future.  


Spiritual counseling brought about positive changes in the offenders life. 
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It was confirmed through the data analyzed as hypothesized, that there is a 


willingness by offenders to accommodate religious teachings and many offenders 


were ready to change after attending spiritual programmes. 


 


Despite this, the following shortcomings were identified during the interviews with the 


targeted respondents: 


 


 It came to light that members of religious institutions are not aware of their 


responsibilities of Outreach Ministry to prisoners.  There are also officials of 


correctional services who are not conversant with the importance of spiritual 


counseling 


 There is a lack of involvement by other stake holders such as businesses,, 


schools and voluntary organizations in supporting spiritual care to offenders. 


 Some offenders join spiritual programs in order to get parole or some favours. 


 The prison authority has no budget to facilitate projects. 


 


Consequently, recommendations have been made to address the identified 


shortcomings. 


 


6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
From the deductions made based on the findings, there is a need to intensify 


spiritual counseling and services in our prisons or correctional centers.  The majority 


of the offenders showed a massive support to spiritual counseling as an effective 


weapon in the fight against crime.  There is an element of collaboration between 


religious institution and prison authorities, but they have different opinions with 


regard to the role of spiritual counseling in the rehabilitation programmes.  Due to 


those differences the following recommendations are made in order to advise 


Polokwane and Nylstroom Correctional centres on the impact of spiritual counseling 


in the rehabilitation of offenders thereby building community free from criminal 


activites. 
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 Spirituality services department should not be viewed as a church based 


institution, but as a legitimate structure that represents prison community and 


assists the police in building a crime – free community. 


 The relationship between  prison authorities and religious institutions should 


not be influenced by politics, nepotism, favour or any unethical factors.  The 


relationship should be professional, aiming to promote the objectives of 


prisoners rehabilitation programme. 


 Efforts should be made by prison authorities to involve spiritual leaders in all 


aspects of correctional services, which include policy developments, 


educational training and moral regeneration programmes. 


 It is appropriate to include different religious institutions in the correctional 


strategies of government as they can contribute their ideas, managerial 


expertise and problem solving skills which will enhance the effectiveness and 


efficiency of crime prevention and rehabilitation programmes. 


 Institutions such as schools, colleges, churches and community organizations 


should be mobilized to play a meaningful role in the rehabilitation of offenders. 


 The senior management of prisons and correctional centres, representatives 


from the Department of Safety and Security and interested academics in the 


field of criminology must be requested to attend and consider the impact of 


spiritual counseling in the rehabilitation of offenders based on the research 


findings. 


 Efforts must be made by prison management to make funds available for 


spiritual services and rehabilitation programmes which are aimed at building 


partnership and forming a crime free community. 


 Training and or workshops are recommended for elected correctional service 


members, community policing co-ordinators and sector managers with regard 


to spiritual counseling to offenders. 


 A multifaceted approach to prisoners’ rehabilitation and integration would 


require new public – private partnership and deployment of volunteers from 


religious congregations. 


 Policy makers must support correctional policies that endorse or appear to 


favoUr offender treatment, job training and spiritual counseling for prisoners 


and their families in the community. 
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 New offender treatment and support programmes must be created in prisons 


as well as in communities. 


 Reintegration and aftercare of prisoners must be taken into consideration and 


given more attention by spiritual organization and prison authorities. 


 Sacred and secular partnership can represent the best hope for developing an 


effective rehabilitation programme. 


 


6.4 SUMMARY 
 
Spiritual counseling played a significant role in the rehabilitation and correction of 


offenders. 


 


It was the intention of the researcher to establish the effect of spiritual counseling in 


changing the mindset and lifestyle of offenders.  Research shows that spiritual 


counseling played a big role in reducing aggressive behaviour, drug use, violent 


behavior and promoting pro-social behaviour.  Besides work, educational training or 


vocational training, spiritual services attracted more participants than any other type 


of personal enhancement programme offered inside a prison.  Spiritual counseling 


played a vital role on prisoners adjustment because inmates who were most active in 


Bible studies were significantly less likely to be involved in criminal activities.  The 


research findings indicate that participation in religious programmes and activities of 


offenders contributed to positive adjustment while the inmate is in prison as well as 


reducing anti social behavior following release from prison(Osteen 2007:7). 


 


The research suggests that spiritual counseling have the potential to significantly 


counter the negative and immorality thereby building good lifestyle and spirit of 


forgiveness and empathy.  Spiritual services were typified by educational classes, 


study, work and worship services.  Furthermore, spiritual counseling enjoyed an 


atmosphere that promoted forgiveness, honesty and personal accountability.  


Spiritual counseling helped a lot to discourage antisocial and destructive behaviour 


and to encourage transparency, contrition and spiritual transformation.  The research 


lends support to the notion that spirituality can create an environment that is 


conducive to effective treatment and rehabilitation programmes.  In this way, spiritual 
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counseling has the potential to enhance the achievement of a secular goal and civic 


good; lower crime and antisocial behaviour(Armstrong, 1999:14). 


 


Systematic reviews and crime literature have provided evidence that spiritual 


counseling and involvement by inmates / offenders are linked to reduction in 


delinquent behaviour and deviant activities (Benson, 2006:14-15).  Several studies 


found that young black males from Polokwane were much less likely to be involved 


in crime and delinquent behavior if they regularly attend spiritual services.  There is 


also evidence that spiritual counseling can lower the risks of a broad  range of 


delinquent behaviours, including both minor and serious forms of criminal behavior.  


Research also shows that religious involvement might have cumulative effect 


throughout adolescence and might significantly lessen the risk of later adult 


criminality. (Scott, 2004:17). 


 


Spiritual counseling and involvement in spiritual programmes by offenders helped 


them to learn prosocial behaviour (i.e. actions that emphasize concern for other 


people’s welfare).  These pro-social skills helped them to instill a greater sense of 


empathy toward others and thus lessening the likelihood of committing acts that 


harm others.  From the research findings once individuals become involved in 


deviant behavior.  It is possible that participation in spiritual activities can help to 


steer them back to a course of less deviant behaviour and away from potential 


career criminal path. (Brookes, 2008:10) . 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 


QUESTIONNAIRE (RESEARCH AT POLOKWANE PRISON) 


TOPIC: THE EFFECT OF SPIRITUAL-COUNSELING IN THE REHABILITATION AND CORRECTION OF 
OFFENDERS, 


PHASE 1 


 


This category will focus on prisoner’s opinion about the relationship between spirituality and crime 
prevention / rehabilitation programme. 


 


SECTION A 


 


Mark your answer with a cross 


 


Bibliographical Data 


 


1. Gender Male Female   


      


2. Age 10-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 


      


3. Prison / Police Station     


      


4. Highest qualification     


      


5. Awaiting trial     


      


6. Years of sentence     
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7. Crime committed     


      


8 Race e.g. African, White     


      


9 Exposed to spirituality     


      


10 Non-spiritual     


 


SECTION B 


 


1. Can spirituality help you  refrain from your aggressive behaviour? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


 


 


2. Do you think spirituality can help you to stop using drugs? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


3. Drugs cause psychological / spiritual problems, do you agree? If you do give examples. 
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..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


4. Do you think spirituality can help you not to think about violence, death or weapon? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


5. What causes you to think about these things? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


6. Do you know the difference between being spiritual or non-spiritual? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 
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7. Tell me how you became a prisoner, what did you do? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


8. Are you sorry about what you did? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


9. If you were to be given a second chance would you live differently? 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


10. Do you think spirituality can make things better for you? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 
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11. Have you ever attended church or spiritual services? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


 


 


 


12. Do you think spiritual counseling is important in transforming the mindset of prisoners, if so 
why? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


13. In your opinion, what is the cause of crime? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 
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14. Are spiritual or religious people less involved in criminal activities than non-spiritual people? 
Explain your answer. 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 


PHASE 2 


 


TOPIC: THE EFFECT OF SPIRITUAL COUNSELING IN THE REHABILITATION AND CORRECTION OF 
OFFENDERS 


 


The research questions focusing on prisoners who attended religious programme offered by New 
Life Behaviour Ministry in Polokwane prison in order to determine the effectiveness of spiritual 
counseling in the rehabilitation or transformation or criminal mindset. 


 


SECTION A 


 


Mark your answer with a cross 


 


Bibliographical data 


 


1. Gender Male Female   


      


2. Age 10-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 


      


3. Prison     


      


4. Highest qualification     


      


5. Years of sentence     
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6. Crime committed     


      


7. Race African White Coloured Indian 


      


8. Denomination     


 


SECTION B 


 


1. Has the religious programme helped you to refrain from your aggressive behavior? Explain 
your answer.  


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


 


 


2. Has the spiritual teaching helped you stop using drugs? If applicable please explain. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


3. After attending the religious programme, what changes have you experienced concerning 
violence and use of weapons?   
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..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


4. Do you believe that spirituality is the only effective weapon to defeat crime? Explain your 
answer. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


5. Do you think spirituality can build a community of peaceful people? Explain your answer. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


6. After attending the religious programme, do you feel you need to make peace with God and 
people you offended? Explain your answer. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 
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7. Has spirituality changed your life for the better? Give reasons why? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


8. Do you think spirituality gives one hope and strength to face the future? Explain your 
answer. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


9. Has the religious programme you attended brought about positive changes in your life? If so, 
how? 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


10. Do you think the programme helped you to be peaceful? Explain your answer. 
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..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


 


11. Do you think there is a link between spirituality and crime reduction? If yes, explain. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


 


12. Do you think spirituality can help to re-integrate back to society? If yes, how?  


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


13. Did the religious / spiritual programme help you to better understand forgiveness? Explain 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


14. Did the religious / spiritual programme help you to beter understand honesty? Explain. 
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..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


 


 


 


15. Did the religious / spiritual programme help you to better understand personal 
accountability? Explain. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


16. Do you think that prisoners who have attended religious services are much less likely to be 
involved in crime and delinquent behaviour? Explain your answer. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


17. Have religious classes helped you obtain a greater sense of empathy towards others? 
Explain. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 
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18. Do you think the programme will help you to adapt more easily in the community after you 
have been released? Explain. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 


 


19. Do you think that this programme will help you and other prisoners to refrain from criminal 
activity? Explain. 


 


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


..................................................................................................................................................................


.................................................................................................................................................................. 


 





